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COMMUNICATION TECHNICS 

Quality of reproduction of oral Kazakh speech in stochastic 
digital systems of transfer at its statistical consolidation 

Elena A. Bakhtiyarova 

 
Definition of characteristics of the message of oral Kazakh speech and their models, their use 

for estimation of quality of restoration of speech in telecommunication systems, application of results 
in industrial activity of subjects taking into account requirements of the International union of 
telecommunication are represented by actual problems for telecommunication networks of Republic 
of Kazakhstan. Now for increase in efficiency of process of transfer are created and widely use the 
digital systems of transfer (DST) with deliberate introduction of stochasticity in digitization process. 
The relation of power of a speech signal to capacity of noise of digitization and restoration (RSND) of 
the message of the oral Russian and Kazakh speech messages with fixed and with alternating 
priorities is defined 

Качеството на възпроизвеждане на устна казахска реч в стохастични цифрови 
системи за предаване при нейното статистическо обединяване (Елена Бакхтиарова)  

 

The share of the speech traffic now increases in 
loading of telecommunication networks of Republic 
of Kazakhstan, scopes of application of speech 
services that brings to necessity of increase in number 
and efficiency of use of available channels extend. 

In the conditions of intensive development of 
telecommunication networks practically there is no 
information on probability characteristics of the 
message of oral Kazakh speech, its analytical models. 

Phonetic, morphological and syntactic differences 
of the Kazakh language from Russian should lead 
unexplored till now to differences in probability 
characteristics of the message of oral Kazakh speech, 
to their analytical models. 

Under stochastic DST (SDST) it is understood DST, 
on an input of restoring which devices arrives stochastic 
stream of readout digitization speeches [1], [2]. 

For the analysis of quality of reproduction of the 
Kazakh speech by various realizations of statistical 
consolidation distribution of probabilities P (X) a 
random size of X quantity successively the rejected 
readout in a recurrent stream on an input of the 
interpolating filter of the additional complete set is 
necessary. 

As the entrance data two files of type «RAW» 
(byte-serial of a stream of readout PCM with the 
parameters defined by recommendation G.711 ITU-
T), received by converting of real audio records of 

telephone conversations of two pairs subscribers are 
used with the purpose of definition of statistics of 
collisions, «collision of readout» the basic and 
additional complete set each readout of the basic 
complete set is transformed to a kind "active/passive". 

In work [3] it is defined sufficient (for imitating 
modeling) duration of realization of the speech 
message (L in readout and t in minutes) with using of 
development of an estimation of probability θ 
rejection of readout of the additional complete set and 
a relative error δθ, % of its  definition. 

From Fig.1 it is visible that value of an estimation 
θ is practically stabilized (at condition performance 
 at t ≥ 20 minutes. We choose with a stock (% ׀ <δθ2׀
durations L=14 400 000 readout (30min.) for 
realizations of speech messages of the basic and 
additional complete sets. 

The result of modeling – distribution of 
probabilities P (X) a random size of X quantity 
successively the rejected readout in a stream on an 
input of the interpolating filter of the additional 
complete set in the conditions of the fixed priority is 
presented in Table 1 [4]. 

In Table 2 approximation of this distribution 
(geometrical distribution) for the message of the 
Kazakh speech is presented at the value received as a 
result of modeling θ =0,034 (in the conditions of the 
fixed priority) [4]. 
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Fig.1. 

Table 1 
Distribution of probabilities p (X) at values of 

random size Х, readout 
Х 0 1 2 3 
р(Х) 0,964 0,0041 0,0029 0,0020 
Х 4 5 6 7 
р(Х) 0,0016 0,0014 0,0013 0,0015 
Х 8 9 10 11 
р(Х) 0,0018 0,0022 0,0027 0,0027 
Х 12 13 14 15 
р(Х) 0,0024 0,0017 0,0012 0,0008 
Х 16 17 18 19 
р(Х) 0,0006 0,0005 0,0004 0,00038 
Х 20 21 22 23 
р(Х) 0,00034 0,00033 0,00032 0,00028 
Х 24 25 26 27 
р(Х) 0,00025 0,00021 0,00017 0,00014 
Х 28 
р(Х) 0,00011 

 

 
Table 2 

Distribution of probabilities p (X) at values of 
random size Х, readout 

Х 0 1 2 3 
р(Х) 0,9643 0,0344 0,0012 4,37E-05 
Х 4 5 6 7 
р(Х) 1,56E-06 5,55E-08 0 0 

 
The alternating priority can be realized by 

alternation through readout of the speech message and 
through cycle Е1. 

Let's consider a case of two complete sets with an 
alternating priority. 

In Table 3 results of modeling – distribution of 
probabilities of a random size of X quantity 
successively the rejected readout of the speech 
message of the core р1(Х) and additional р2(X) 
complete set (terms "basic" and "additional" here lose 
meaning as both complete sets are in equivalent 
conditions) are presented. 

Table 3 
Distribution of probabilities p (X) at values of random 

size Х, readout 
Х 0 1 2 3 

p1(Х) 0,473125 0,003934 0,003068 0,002464 
Х 4 5 6 7 

p1(Х) 0,002149 0,001905 0,001778 0,001718 
Х 8 9 10 11 

p1(Х) 0,001647 0,001561 0,001415 0,001172 
Х 12 13 14 15 

p1(Х) 0,000901 0,000650 0,000474 0,000357 
Х 16 

p1(Х) 0,001405 
Х 0 1 2 3 

p2(Х) 0,473641 0,003940 0,003088 0,002463 
Х 4 5 6 7 

p2(Х) 0,002180 0,001948 0,001806 0,001708 
Х 8 9 10 11 

p2(Х) 0,001628 0,001563 0,001408 0,001166 
Х 12 13 14 15 

p2(Х) 0,000904 0,000632 0,000467 0,000352 
Х 16 

p2(Х) 0,001384 
 

In Table 4 the result of modeling of alternation of a 
priority through a cycle of transfer Е1 is presented. 

 
Table 4 

Distribution of probabilities p (X) at values of random size 
Х, readout 

Х 0 1 
p1(Х) 0,373374 0,126626 
Х 0 1 

p2(Х) 0,373404 0,126596 
 

Comparing the values resulted in table 1 and tables 
3-4 we receive acknowledgement to obvious 
advantage of algorithm with an alternating priority 
(the probability of rejection of readout of the 
additional complete set at priority alternation through 
a cycle of transfer Е1 equals 0,027, at alternation 
through readout it equals 0,127, and at the fixed 
priority - 0,034). 

In Table 5 approximation of distribution of 
probabilities P (X) for an alternating priority is 
presented. 

Table 5 
Distribution of probabilities p (X) at values of 

random size Х, readout 
Х 0 1 2 3 

p1(Х) 0,473125 0,249278 0,131338 0,069199 
Х 4 5 6 7 

p1(Х) 0,036459 0,019209 0,010121 0,005332 
Х 8 9 10 11 

p1(Х) 0,002810 0,001480 0,000780 0,000411 
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Х 12 13 14 15 
p1(Х) 0,000217 0,000114 0,000060 0,000032 
Х 16 

p1(Х) 0,000017 
Х 0 1 2 3 

p2(Х) 0,473641 0,249305 0,131224 0,069071 
Х 4 5 6 7 

p2(Х) 0,036356 0,019136 0,010073 0,005302 
Х 8 9 10 11 

p2(Х) 0,002791 0,001469 0,000773 0,000407 
Х 12 13 14 15 

p2(Х) 0,000214 0,000113 0,000059 0,000031 
Х 16 

p2(Х) 0,000016 
 

Thus, at analytical definition of quality of 
restoration of the speech message in SDST it doesn’t 
expedient to resort to approximations, using in 
settlement formulas directly experimental distribution 
of probabilities of number successively the rejected 
readout. 

On the basis of the received experimental 
distributions of probabilities р (X) a random size of X 
quantity successively the rejected readout of the 
speech message we will make an estimation of quality 
of its restoration, using a methods [1,2]. 

The relation of power of a signal to capacity of the 
noise caused by processes of restoration (RSND) [1,2] 
looks like: 
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where сutF'2' ⋅⋅=Ω π , сutF2 ⋅⋅=Ω π ; R=α; 
В ⋅⋅= π2 0f , сutF' - Frequency of a cut ideal FLF, used 
at restoration, сutF  - Frequency of a cut ideal FLF, a 
spectrum used at preliminary restriction, 

Bf2C D +⋅⋅= π , Bf2D D −⋅⋅= π , Q = 
‹(х+1)( сutF + сutF' )/ Df ›, ‹ › - Operation of a rounding 
off to more of the whole value. 

In the formula (2) normalized approximation in the 
field of positive frequencies of average spectral 
density of power of speech is used [1], [2], [5] 
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With parameters α=1000 Hz and 0f =400 Hz [6] 

for the message of oral speech in Russian (in work [1] 
values of these parameters for speech messages in 
English, Spanish and Vietnamese languages are 
resulted). 

In work [1] high degree of conformity of this 
approximation of spectral density of power of the 
speech offered in [1], [6] on the basis of 
recommendations of the P.51 ITU-T is shown 

(3)
( ) ( ) ( )ffffS 32 lg71,16lg75,157lg44,46575,465)( +−+−= . 

In work [7] with use of results of experimental 
researches parameters of approximation (2) 
normalized spectral density of power (SDP) a 
telephone signal in Russian are specified: 0f =390 Hz, 
α=492 Hz and М=0,207. For a telephone signal in the 
Kazakh language it is received 0f =300 Hz: α =427 
Hz and М=0,477. 

Let's define the relation of power of a speech 
signal to capacity of noise of digitization and 
restoration (RSND) messages of oral Russian speech 
at 0f =390 Hz and α=492 Hz. 

In case of use of algorithm with the fixed priority 
with use initial given сutF = сutF'  =3400 Hz, =8000 Hz 
[1], [2] at distribution use р (X), presented in [8] it is 
received under the formula (1) estimation 
RSND=29,63 dB, and at distribution use p (X), 
presented in [8] – RSND=35,57 dB accordingly. 

In case of use of algorithm with an alternating 
priority of the message of oral Russian speech with 
use of the data [8] value RSND=30,34 dB is received 
at priority alternation through a cycle of transfer Е1 
and RSND=42,52 dB at priority alternation through 
readout. 

Thus, acknowledgement to advantage of algorithm 
with an alternating priority of the message of oral 
Russian speech (RSND at use of this algorithm 
equally 30,34 dB, and at the fixed priority its value 
makes 29,63 dB) is received. 
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Advantage makes less than one decibel though the 
probability of rejection of readout at an alternating 
priority practically twice is less. However for an alter-
nating priority at priority alternation through readout 
value RSND makes 42,52 dB that on 12,18 dB it is 
more than at priority alternation through a cycle of 
transfer Е1 and on 12,89 dB more than at the fixed 
priority. 

Let's define RSND messages of oral Kazakh 
speech at 0f  =300 Hz and α=427 Hz. 

In case of use of algorithm with the fixed priority 
with use initial given сutF = сutF'  =3400 Hz, Df =8000 
Hz [1], [2] at distribution use p (X), presented to table 
1 it is received under the formula (1) estimation 
RSND=34,79 dB. And at distribution use p (X), pre-
sented to table 2 – RSND=48,84 dB accordingly. 

Consequently, at a known estimation of probability 
θ losses of a package use of geometrical distribution 
leads to the overestimated estimation of quality of 
restoration of the speech message of the additional 
complete set. 

In case of use of algorithm with an alternating pri-
ority for the message of oral Kazakh speech with us-
ing of the data of table 3 and table 4 value 
RSND=37,53 dB is received at priority alternation 
through a cycle of transfer Е1 and RSND=43,86 dB at 
priority alternation through readout. 

Thus, also acknowledgement to advantage of algo-
rithm with an alternating priority of the message of 
oral Kazakh speech (RSND at use of this algorithm 
equally 37,53 dB, and at the fixed priority its value 
makes 34,79 dB) is received. 

However, for an alternating priority at priority al-
ternation through readout value RSND makes 
43,86dB that on 6,33dB it is more than at priority al-
ternation through a cycle of transfer Е1 and on 9,07 
dB more than at the fixed priority. 

Conclusions 
The algorithm with an alternating priority with pri-

ority alternation through readout of messages of oral 
Russian and Kazakh speech is best of three realiza-
tions SDST considered in work. It is possible to ex-
plain such considerable advantage considerable influ-
ence on RSND losses more than one readout succes-
sively. 

For stochastic DST with statistical consolidation at 
specification of approximation PSD of the message of 
oral Russian speech values RSND different from pre-
sented in work [8] on 3,43 dB for the fixed priority, on 
3,32 dB are received at priority alternation through a 
cycle of transfer Е1 and on 3,13 dB at priority alter-

nation through readout. At use of approximation PSD 
of the message of oral Kazakh speech values RSND 
different from values RSND of the message of oral 
Russian speech on 5,16 dB for the fixed priority, on 
7,19 dB are received at priority alternation through a 
cycle of transfer Е1 and on 1,34 dB at priority alter-
nation through readout. Also values RSND different 
from presented in work [8] on 8,59 dB for the fixed 
priority, on 10,51 dB are received at priority alterna-
tion through a cycle of transfer Е1 and on 4,47 dB at 
priority alternation through readout. 
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Design considerations for application layer IP-based protocol  
for mobile monitoring 

Evelina Pencheva  

 
Ubiquitous penetration of communications between smart objects in Internet Protocol (IP) based 

networks, requires considering aspects that influence on reliability and performance. The paper 
studies application layer issues related to reliable message transfer and overload control. A layered 
application protocol structure is proposed, that in addition to core protocol functions, provides 
transaction processing. Existing overload control mechanisms used at application layer in IP 
networks are evaluated and adjusted to mobile monitoring applications. 

Аспекти на проектирането на IP-базиран приложен протокол за мобилен 
мониторинг  (Евелина Пенчева). Повсеместното навлизане на комуникациите между 
интелигентни устройства в мрежи, базирани на Internet Protocol (IP), изисква изследване на 
аспекти, които влияят на надеждността и работоспособността. Статията изследва 
проблеми, свързани с надеждно предаване на съобщения и управление на натоварването, 
реализирани в приложния слой. Предложена е слоеста структура на приложен протокол, 
който в допълнение на основните функции за мобилен мониторинг, осигурява обработка на 
трансакции. Оценени са съществуващи механизми за управление на претоварванията в 
приложния слой на IP мрежи и е направено адаптирането им за приложения на мобилен 
мониторинг.   

 

Introduction 
Internet of Things (IoT) is the development of 

Internet from network of interconnected computers to 
network of smart objects. Smart objects are equipped 
with sensors and actuators providing the ability to 
acquire data from the physical environment, and 
communication devices enabling data transfer and 
receiving inputs from other smart objects. Internet 
Protocol (IP) architecture and protocols for smart 
object are widely adopted because they support the 
requirements to smart objects such as scalability, 
diversity of applications and communication 
technology, interoperability and standardization.  

One of the IoT application areas is the area of 
mobile monitoring which deals with remote 
measurements. The requirements to mobile 
monitoring application layer protocols are subject of 
intensive research studies. Different aspects of 
telemetry functions and their implementations in 
mobile agents are discussed by [1], [2], [3]. Main 
issues in the design of a mobile monitoring protocol 
concern reliable data transfer and performance. 
Solutions that use IP based platforms exploiting 
Transmission Communication Protocol (TCP) are 
proposed in [4] [5]. For real time applications, e.g. 
health care or vehicle telematics, the application layer 

protocol runs on top of User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP) as a transport-layer protocol [6]. UDP provides 
a best-effort datagram delivery service i.e. the 
underlying IP network does its best to deliver the 
datagrams, but there is no guarantee that the 
datagrams are delivered at the destination. In the 
context of IoT applications, UDP has many benefits. 
First, UDP has a very low overhead for both header 
size and protocol logic. This means that both the 
packet transmission and reception consume less 
energy which is in favor of the application layer data. 
UDP is well suited to traffic with low reliability 
demands, e.g. for smart objects that report data 
periodically within a system for home automation or 
eco monitoring. Since data are sent periodically, a 
casual packet lost is not critical as the new reading 
will be sent soon enough anyway. For mobile 
monitoring applications with high reliability 
requirements as healthcare, it is possible to provide 
reliability at the application layer. 

In hierarchical network architectures, congestion 
and overload mechanisms pose significant challenges 
to the IoT network [7], [8]. Significant research is 
devoted on control mechanisms aimed to improve the 
radio network overload and delay performance in 
machine type communications [9], [10], but not on the 
application layer control mechanisms. 
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This paper studies the design considerations of 
application layer protocol for mobile monitoring that 
features reliable message transfer. Basic overload 
control algorithms at the application layer are 
surveyed and their applicability in mobile monitoring 
is evaluated. 

Reliable message transport at application layer  
Common architecture for mobile monitoring 

includes a central control unit that handles information 
gathering from multiple mobile sources and a set of 
mobile agents that are smart objects capable of 
domain data monitoring and measurement reporting. 
The control unit (CU) performs the special role of 
coordinating and controlling mobile agents for local 
data aggregation, status management of mobile 
agents, etc. There may be multiple instances of CUs in 
a network of smart objects. The mobile agent (MA) 
belongs to the class of embedded devices, equipped 
with sensor(s), positioning module, data transmission 
module and power supply module. The main 
requirement to the MA is to operate using as low 
energy as possible. The number of mobile agents 
connected to the CU could be small (about tens), 
moderate (about hundreds), or large (over a thousand). 
Mobile agent are considered to be always connected 
to the CU, but due to different reasons, e.g. extreme 
environment, mobility or configured sleeping mode, 
the connectivity may vary from regular disconnections 
to sporadic ones.  

The application layer protocol for mobile 
monitoring operates through exchange of messages. 
Any exchange of messages is organized in requests 
and responses. A request with all the responses 
associated with it forms a transaction. In the 
transaction-oriented approach, protocol requests flow 
from clients to a server, and the responses flow the 
opposite way. In order to cope with the UDP 
drawbacks for smart objects, the application layer 
protocol may have a three-layered structure.  

• Mobile monitoring core sub-layer provides logic 
specific to MA or CU. At the MA side, the sub-
layer contains MA client and MA server. At the 
CU side, the sub-layer contains CU client and CU 
server.  

• Mobile monitoring transaction sub-layer contains 
logic common for both MA and CU. It is 
required for reliable message transfer.  

• Mobile monitoring transport sub-layer is 
responsible for encoding/decoding of mobile 
telemetry protocol messages and their actual 
transmission and reception.  

The protocol behavior may be described as a set of 
fairly independent processes with a loosely coupling 
between them. The processes at each sub-layer obtain 
services from the processes below and provide 
services to the processes above. Higher sub-layers are 
closer to the application logic, whereas lower sub-
layers are closer to the UDP layer in the protocol 
stack. The entities at the core sub-layer (MA client, 
MA server, CU client and CU server) are transaction 
users (TU) because they make use of the transaction 
sub-layer below. The MA client issues requests for 
registration and data reports. The CU server receives 
requests related to registration and reports from the 
MA client, generates responses to these requests and 
sends responses to the MA client. The CU client 
generates requests related to authentication, 
deregistration, configuration or modification of MA 
operation mode, sends requests to the MA server, and 
receives responses to these requests. The MA server 
receives requests related to authentication, 
deregistration, configuration or modification of 
operation mode, generates responses and sends 
responses back to the CU client. In order to send a 
request, a transaction user creates a client transaction 
instance in the transaction sub-layer below, and passes 
to it the request, along with the destination IP address 
and port to which to be sent the request. In a similar 
way, incoming responses are received from the same 
client transaction instance. 

The transaction sub-layer offers two main services 
to the TU. The first one is the correlation of messages 
pertaining to the same transaction. This function is 
particularly useful for the CU that needs to handle a 
lot of transactions simultaneously, and therefore needs 
to know to which transaction a particular message 
corresponds in order to apply the appropriate logic. 
The second function is the reliable transmission of 
protocol messages within the transaction when UDP 
transport is used. The transaction sub-layer 
implements a retransmission mechanism necessary to 
assure reliable delivery. The transaction layer also 
filters retransmissions in the receiving end in order to 
prevent the core layer entities from multiple message 
receptions. The transactions implement a two-way 
handshake. For unreliable transport, requests are 
retransmitted by the client transactions at specified 
intervals (timer A). The server transaction will 
retransmit responses if a new request arrives. Once a 
response has been sent by the server transaction, it 
will still wait for server transaction timer B expiry to 
see if it receives a new retransmission of the request, 
which would indicate that the response was not 
transmitted successfully. The duration of whole client 
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transaction (timer C) and the duration of server 
transaction (timer D) are limited. Fig. 1 shows a 
generic transaction between the client and the server, 
where the transport is UDP and some messages are 
lost. The behavior is reflected in the transaction-state 
machines, shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.  
  

 

Fig.1. A transaction with retransmission of messages. 

 
 

 
 Fig.2 Client transaction state machine  

 

 
Fig.3. Server transaction state machine. 

Application protocol overload control problem  
A CU may suffer from overload when the number 

of messages it receives exceeds the number of 
messages it can process. Overload occurs if the CU 
does not have sufficient resources to process all 
incoming protocol messages. Overload in the CU may 
be amplified by retransmissions of protocol messages 
leading to congestion. An overload control mechanism 

enables a CU to process application protocol messages 
close to its capacity limit during times of overload. 
Overload control is used by a CU if it is unable to 
process all requests due to resource constraints. As a 
minimal overload control functionality the application 
protocol needs to provide response indicating service 
unavailability. However, this mechanism cannot 
prevent overload of a CU and it cannot prevent 
congestion collapse. In fact, it may cause traffic to 
oscillate and to shift to alternative CUs and thereby 
worsen an overload condition. For a successful MA 
registration a minimum of four messages need to be 
forwarded by a CU as the registration requires 
successful authentication. If a CU under overload 
randomly discards messages without evaluating them, 
the chances that all messages belonging to a 
transaction are successfully forwarded will decrease 
as the load increases. Thus, the number of transactions 
that complete successfully will decrease even if the 
message throughput of a CU remains up and assuming 
the overload behaviour is fully non-regenerative. A 
CU might (partially) parse incoming message to 
determine if it is a new request or a message 
belonging to an existing transaction. Discarding an 
application protocol message after spending the 
resources to parse it is expensive. The number of 
successful transactions will therefore decline with an 
increase in load as fewer resources can be spent on 
forwarding messages and more resources are 
consumed by inspecting messages that will eventually 
be dropped. The rate of the decline depends on the 
amount of resources spent to inspect each message. 

Another challenge for CU overload control is 
controlling the rate of the true traffic source. Overload 
is often caused by a large number of mobile agents 
each of which creates only a single message. 
However, the sum of their traffic can overload a CU. 
The overload mechanisms suitable for controlling a 
CU may not be effective for individual MAs. 

Congestion control model 
The model shown in Fig.4 identifies main 

components of a CU overload control mechanism. 
The monitor measures the current load of the CU on 
the receiving entity. It implements the mechanisms 
needed to determine the current usage of resources 
relevant for the CU and reports load samples to the 
regulator function. The regulator function implements 
the overload control algorithm. The regulator function 
uses the load samples and determines if overload has 
occurred and a regulation needs to be set to adjust the 
load sent to the receiving entity. The regulation 
function on the CU sends load feedback to the sending 
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entity. The enforcement function implements the 
algorithms needed to act on the regulators and ensures 
that the amount of traffic forwarded to the receiving 
entity meets the criteria of the regulator. For example, 
a regulator may instruct the enforcement function to 
decrease the rate of retransmissions. The enforcement 
function implements the algorithms to achieve this 
objective, e.g., using message gapping.  It also 
implements algorithms to select the messages that will 
be affected and determine whether they are rejected. 
The type of feedback conveyed from the receiving to 
the sending entity depends on the overload control 
method used (i.e., loss-based, rate-based, window-
based, or message-based overload), the overload 
control algorithm, as well as other design parameters. 
The feedback enables the sending entity to adjust the 
amount of traffic forwarded to the receiving entity to a 
level that is acceptable to the receiving entity without 
causing overload. The enforcement function may be 
associated with both sending and receiving entity. For 
example, if the regulator is defined as an admissible 
loss rate, the regulator is applied in the CU. 

 

 
 

Fig.4. A model of application layer overload control. 

A generic configuration for mobile monitoring 
includes multiple mobile agents. A CU receives traffic 
from multiple upstream MAs, each of which can 
contribute a different amount of traffic varying over 
time. The set of active MAs can change as they may 
become inactive, and previously inactive may become 
active. 

MAs may start contributing traffic to the CU. If 
CU becomes overloaded, it needs to generate 
feedback to reduce the amount of traffic it receives 
from its MAs. CU needs to decide by how much each 
MA should reduce traffic. This decision can require 
the consideration of the amount of traffic sent by each 
MA and it may need to be re-adjusted as the traffic 

contributed by MA varies over time. The CU can use 
a local fairness policy to determine how much traffic 
it accepts from each MA. 

Application layer overload control mechanisms 
Overload control feedback enables the CU to 

indicate how much traffic it wants to receive. 
Overload control mechanisms can be differentiated 
based on the type of information carried in the 
overload control feedback and include rate based 
overload control, loss-based overload control, 
window-based overload control, message 
prioritization, etc. The paper studies the existing rate-
based overload control mechanisms [11], [12], [13], 
[14], [15] which may be adjusted to mobile 
monitoring application protocol. 

Rate-Based Overload Control 
The main idea of rate-based overload control is to 

limit the request rate at which MA is allowed to 
forward traffic to CU. If overload occurs, CU instructs 
each MA to send at most X  requests per second. 
Each MA can be assigned a different rate. An example 
algorithm for enforcement function in the sending 
entity is request gapping. After transmitting a request 
to CU, a MA waits for 1/X seconds before it transmits 
the next request to the CU. Requests that arrive during 
the waiting period are not forwarded and are rejected 
or buffered. Request gapping affects only requests that 
are targeted by overload control (e.g., requests that 
initiate a transaction and not retransmissions in an 
ongoing transaction). The granted rate ensures that the 
number of requests received by a CU would not 
increase beyond the sum of all rates granted to MAs. 
The rate assigned to MAs needs to be adjusted when 
new MAs join. During periods when new MAs are 
joining, overload can occur in extreme cases until the 
rates of all MAs are adjusted to again match the 
overall rate of the CU. The overall rate of a CU is 
determined by an overload control algorithm, e.g., 
based on system load. Rate-based overload control 
requires CU to assign a rate to each of its MAs while 
it is activated. 

Further, CU needs to assign a share of its overall 
capacity to each MA. CU needs to ensure that the sum 
of all rates assigned to MAs does not substantially 
oversubscribe its actual processing capacity. This 
requires a CU to keep track of the MA set and to 
adjust the rate if a new MA appears or an existing MA 
stops transmitting. For example, if the capacity of the 
CU is X  and this CU is receiving traffic from two 
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MAs, it can assign a rate of 
2
X to each of them. If a 

third sender appears, the rate for each sender is 

lowered to 
3
X . If the overall rate is too high, a CU 

may experience overload. If the rate is too low, the 
MAs will reject requests even though they could be 
processed by the CU. An approach for estimating a 
rate for each MA uses a fixed proportion of a control 
variable X , where X  is initially equal to the capacity 
of CU. Then CU dynamically changes X  until the 
request arrival rate matches the actual CU capacity. 
This means that the sum of the rates sent out by the 
CU (= X ) may exceed its actual capacity, but does not 
restrict MAs which generate requests according to fair 
shared rates. In this approach, CU has only to measure 
the aggregate arrival rate and may experience brief 
periods of overload as the overall rate is usually 
higher than the actual capacity. 

Retransmission rate-based overload control 

When retransmissions are caused by the overload 
rather than the message loss, they may bring extra 
overhead instead of network reliability and may 
amplify the overload [13, 14]. Fig. 5 depicts the 
queuing dynamics suggested in [15] and adapted to 
mobile monitoring scenario where the initial overload 
occurs at CU. There are two queues at MA and CU: 
one to store the messages and the other to store the 
retransmission timers. The queuing dynamics for the 
message queue of the CU can be obtained as 

(1)        )()()()()( tCUtCUvtCUrtCUtCUq µ−++λ= , 

where )(tCUq  is the queue size and 0)( ≥tCUq , )(tCUλ  

is the original message rate; )(tCUr  is the 

retransmission message rate; )(t
CU

v  is the response 

message rate; and )(t
CU

µ is the message processing 

rate. Similarly, the queuing dynamics for the message 
queue of MA may be obtained as 

(2) ),()()(')()()( t
MA

t
MA

vt
CU

rt
MA

rt
MA

t
MA

q µ−+++λ=  

where )(t
MA

q  is the queue size and 0)( ≥t
MA

q , 

)(t
MA

λ  is the original message rate; )(t
MA

r is the 

retransmission message rate corresponding to )(t
MA

λ ; 

)(' t
CU

r  is the retransmission request rate generated by 

MA for )(t
CU

λ ; )(t
MA

v  is the response message rate 

corresponding to )(t
MA

λ , where the response 

messages will remove the corresponding 
retransmission timers from timer queue 

queue
T ; and 

)(t
MA

µ is the message processing rate. 

When the CU capacity is reduced (i.e. under 
routine maintenance) the original message rate 

)(t
CU

λ may become larger than the processing rate 

)(t
CU

µ  and the queue size )(t
CU

q  may increase 

according to (1). After a short period, the CU queuing 
delay becomes long enough to trigger retransmissions 

)(' t
CU

r which enter the MA queue. If the total new 

message arrival rate of )( t
MA

λ , )(t
MA

v and )(' t
CU
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Fig.5. Queuing dynamics of an overloaded CU and MA. 
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larger than the processing rate )(t
MA

µ , the queue size 

)(t
MA

q  would increase as to (2) and may trigger the 

retransmissions )(t
MA

r that may overload the MA. 

This indicates the overload propagation from CU to 
MA. After queuing and processing delay at MA, the 

retransmitted messages )(' t
CU

r  are received at CU as 

)(t
CU

r  and may increase the queue size )(t
CU

q  even 

more quickly thus contributing to worse CU overload. 
Therefore, instead of reducing the original message 

MA sending rate, the lower retransmission rate may 
mitigate the overload preserving the original message 
sending rate. For the retransmission-based solution it 
is important to detect overload reliably so that 
overload can be differentiated from the occasional 
message loss. A possible solution for the 
differentiation is as follows. A copy of each original 
message is placed into a retransmission timer queue 

queue
T at МА after it is transmitted to receiving CU.  

A corresponding response message disables the 
retransmission timer by removing the original 
message from 

queue
T . Otherwise, a retransmission 

would be triggered to recover the potential message 
loss. When the overload at CU delays the processing 
of the original message thus the corresponding 
response, 

queue
T is increased and unnecessary 

retransmissions are stimulated. Therefore, the 
queue

T  

size of may be used to detect the overload in a 
heuristic Retransmission Timer Queue Control 
(RTQC) algorithm [12] to mitigate the overload by 
controlling retransmission rate. 

When the overload is anticipated at MA, the CU 
retransmits the messages with a probability based on 
the instantaneous 

queue
T size. Fig.6 indicates the 

relationship between retransmission probability and 

queue
T size.  

Maximum queue threshold 
Tqueue

Lmax  and 

minimum queue threshold 
Tqueue

Lmin  are chosen to 

calculate retransmission probability
retrans

P . Both 

queue thresholds may be adaptively tuned by the 
average original MA message rate assuming that the 
averaged packet loss ζ=8% as indicated in the Internet 
Traffic Report, 2010. A minimum retransmission 

probability 
retrans

Pmin is maintained to achieve a low 

request blocking probability in case of the overload 
[14]. The main advantage of the heuristic control 
algorithm is its simple implementation. However, in 
cases of arbitrarily high message loss creating a long 

queue
T at the application layer, 

retrans
Pmin would 

lead to message loss recovery. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Retransmission probability as a function of 

retransmission timer queue size in case of overload. 

Only a retransmitted message for message loss 
recovery is a non-redundant request message as well 
as an original message, while a retransmission caused 
by the overload delay is redundant. Respectively, a 
response message corresponding to a redundant 
retransmitted message is redundant. Thus the 
redundant retransmission ratio was adopted as an 
overload indicator. Using a control-theoretic 
approach, the interaction of an overloaded receiving 
entity with its sending was modelled as a feedback 
control system [16]. The Redundant Retransmission 
Ratio Control (RRRC) algorithm may be used to keep 
the redundant retransmission ratio to an acceptable 
level by controlling the retransmission MA message 
rate, thus mitigating the overload at the CU. Since 
redundant retransmission messages can be detected 
only after receiving of its corresponding response 
messages, such delay might lead to reaction slow 
down and decreased performance.  

Conclusion 
The paper studies design aspects of application 

layer protocol that may be used in IoT applications for 
mobile monitoring. Preferable transport for real-time 
mobile monitoring applications is UDP and therefore 
the application layer protocol needs to provide 
functions for reliable message transfer. Application 
layer transaction control based on message 
retransmission may lead to overload which calls for 
appropriate overload control mechanisms. The 
existing solutions for overload control in IP-based 

Tqueue
L

retrans
P

Tqueue
Lmax  

1 

0 

Tqueue
Lmin  

retrans
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networks may be adjusted to mobile monitoring 
applications. 
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ELECTRONICS  

Simple hardware platform to transfer data  
 from CMOS image sensor to personal computer 

Tsvetomir N. Lazarov 

 
This paper presents simple CPLD based frame capturer designed for fast and easy transfer of a 

picture from CMOS image sensor to personal computer where it is processed. It is designed as a 
supporting tool in laboratory experiments and is constructed by accessible and affordable 
components. It works along with some readily available optoelectronic system which contains image 
sensor and monitor. The user can select the image of interest and by that to start frame capture 
process. The main functions are storage of the pixels into external RAM and byte transfer through 
serial communication interface to PC. No data processing is applied except adding to every picture 
element “pixel color” information usable for synchronization and error checking. The platform is 
flexible to work with image sensors that have 10 or 12-bit output data bus. Its architecture and 
available resources allow adding of functions for parameters setting through PC or manually. 

Опростена платформа за прехвърляне на данни от CMOS матричен сензор към 
персонален компютър (Цветомир Лазаров). Настоящата статия представя устройство за 
прихващане на кадри, базирано на чип с програмируема логика CPLD. То е предназначено за 
работа в лабораторни условия и е изградено от достъпни компоненти. Проектирано е за 
опростено и лесно прехвърляне на картината от CMOS матричен фотосензор към персонален 
компютър, където допълнително ще се обработва. Работи заедно с готова оптоелектронна 
система, включваща матричен сензор и монитор. Потребителят може да избере тази 
картина, която го удовлетворява и така да даде начало на процеса за сваляне на кадъра. 
Основните функции са съхранение на пикселите във външна RAM памет и последващото им 
прехвърляне към компютър през асинхронен сериен комуникационен интерфейс. Не се 
извършва обработка на кадъра, освен добавяне на информация за цвета на пикселите, която 
може да се използва за синхранизация и откриване на грешки. Структурата и наличните 
ресурси позваляват добавянето на функции за задаване на някои параметри. 

 

Introduction 
Image processing is modern and fast growing area 

in the field of information technologies. It finds more 
and more applications in all aspects of the modern 
day’s society – industry, science and education, 
military, medicine, entertainment and so on. 

Data acquisition from the image of the observed 
object is a process that is mostly comprised of 
sequential execution of a set of functions over the 
image elements. In some cases, processing of several 
sequential frames is needed to obtain the required 
information, but most of the applications work with 
one frame at a time. In order to test the execution, the 
final result and the effects of certain image processing 
function, when it is applied to a frame in a real 
system, the test procedure should include as input data 

genuine frames. They should contain images of the 
examined object and should be as much as possible 
close to those that the real optoelectronic system 
(OES) will encounter and will process. 

The test of image processing functions and 
algorithms is made by analysis of the image and the 
information gathered at all stages. As a result from the 
test procedure, the designer will have at its disposal a 
data about the correct processing sequence, individual 
and total execution times, required processing 
resources, final result precision and tolerances, 
presence of unwanted artifacts, etc. 

The choice of methodology to test certain function 
is of significant importance and its results could affect 
the design process. There are two main approaches for 
analysis and evaluation of functions and algorithms. 
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Which one is selected depends on a number of factors 
that include the application type, the amount of the 
processed information, available resources – software, 
instrumentation tools, time, energy, finance.  

One of them is real practical implementation of 
functional equivalent of the designed OES with 
inclusion of functions and algorithms to be tested, as 
presented on fig.1. The user defines appropriate initial 
conditions (Stimuli) and along with the object (Target) 
excites system (Prototype) response. Information 
about system reaction is gathered by Measurement 
Tools. After multiple runs with different stimuli it is 
collected and stored for analysis by the designer. He 
decides what are the correct settings and if the 
examined element is suitable and compatible with the 
other system components. 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Prototype approach for function analysis. 

This type of testing has the great advantage of 
working in conditions closest to the real one but it has 
some significant disadvantages: 

• It works in real time and does not allow time 
scaling; 

• Some of points that represent particular interest 
could be out of reach, specific moments and/or 
working stages may be unavailable; 

• Individual testing of particular functions 
and/parameters is impossible; 

• Complicated automatic collection of intermediate 
and final results, parameters and characteristics, 
additional post-processing required; 

• Extra hardware and software tools added for 
testing purposes to the main functionality are 
source of disturbances and noise. 

The other approach for testing the entire OES or its 
components is based on the resources available in 
personal computer (PC) – fig.2. It gets more and more 
large acceptance than the first one, because there is no 
need for any specific equipment and the designer 
doesn’t have to deal with all the details concerning 
OES functionality. Additionally, modern personal 

computers are widely spread and have significant 
computation power, high clock frequency and 
unlimited available memory. 

There are application software products, that could 
simulate the hardware or to trace and debug program 
execution. They could start multiple runs of the tested 
function for a set of different possible combinations of 
working parameters or just to collect data and/or test 
results. The data is presented in a form suitable for 
fast and easy acceptance by the user and to allow him 
further decision making. All operations are made by 
the PC and the user just sets initial parameters and 
provides input data. In order to guarantee stable 
functionality of the application software and to 
achieve correct results provided data should be 
adequate. 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Function analysis based on application software. 

Presented platform for transfer of frames from 
CMOS image sensor (CIS) to PC is an example of 
tool that provides reliable data to PC-based function 
analysis. It is designed with the intention of maximal 
simplicity and easy operation. 

Hardware setup 
The main task is to deliver whole frames, 

generated by CIS to PC, without any additional 
processing of their content. Due to the fact, that the 
platform is targeted to single events, timing 
requirements are not quite tightened. It will be used in 
laboratory environment, so there are not restrictions to 
energy supply. The usage of commonly available 
equipment and software is advantage. Additional plus 
will be the flexibility to work with different CMOS 
sensors and or frame formats. Based on stated 
conditions, module structure was approved as suitable 
for this case. Only the main functions will be 
implemented. This will simplify the design, 
implementation and usage of the platform. 
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Presented hardware platform (fig.3) is constructed 
from three main components – applied optoelectronic 
system, Frame Capturer (FC) that makes the data 
transfer and personal computer (PC). 

The Frame Capturer is connected to some existing 
optoelectronic system that utilizes CMOS image sen-
sor. It doesn’t matter what is the particular application 
of this system or how the image is processed. The 
main requirement is the availability of real time visual 
information of the object that is observed. The user 
should be capable to monitor the scene on a local 
monitor and to select the desired picture to capture. 
The FC is connected to the output data bus of the 
CMOS sensor that provides continuous stream of data 
at frame rate of several frames per second. In order to 
acquire as much as possible genuine image, the image 
sensor of the system should be configured to output 
raw data from the sensor core. This means that em-
bedded image processing functions are should not be 
activated and all pixels available to the user should be 
included into the output frame. 

OES designed to calculate the coordinates of the 
center of a light spot ([1]) was used during the ex-
periments with implemented platform. It includes 
2MPixel OmniVision OV2610 color UXGA camera 
chip [2], system control and data processing unit, user 
and communication interfaces. Raw frame from the 
CIS or processed images are displayed on local video 
monitor. 

The Frame Capturer is composed by two modules 
– CoolRunner-II Evaluation board SRAM module. 
The first one is a product of Digilent Inc. and the other 
is constructed according to the design requirements. 

The CoolRunner-II Evaluation Board (fig.4) is a 
complete USB-powered circuit development platform 
for the Xilinx CoolRunner-II CPLD [3]. It includes 

highly efficient power supplies, on-board temperature 
and current monitor, oscillator, several user I/O de-
vices and expansion connectors that route 64 I/O sig-
nals from the CPLD available to the user. The pro-
grammable chip is XC2C256TQG144-7C – it contains 
256 macro-cells into 144-pin TQFP socket and it is 
suitable for high-speed applications up to 250MHz. 

 
Fig.4. CoolRunner-II Evaluation Board. 

The design implemented into the CPLD is the core 
of the presented platform. It tracks the synchroniza-
tion signals from the CMOS sensor and waits for pic-
ture approval from the operator. Pixel sampling begins 
at the start of the first frame following operator’s re-
quest. The design generates additional information 
bits that code the color of the current pixel and are 
mixed with the data bits from the sensor. Captured 
pixels are sent via asynchronous serial communication 
interface to PC, where they are stored in a single log 
file, which is the final goal of this application. 
Presented version of the CPLD-design does not 
include receiving part of the asynchronous interface – 
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Fig.3. Structure of the hardware platform. 
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this functionality is not needed currently and this 
additionally relaxes the requirements to the design. 

CMOS sensor outputs pixels at clock rate that is 
much faster than the one of the communication 
interface. This fact leads to architecture with a buffer 
(external memory module) for temporary storage of 
pixels until it is their turn to be transmitted to the PC. 
Data storage into SRAM and byte transfer to PC are 
separated in different tasks, executed consecutively, in 
order to simplify the operations and the control logic, 
i.e. to reduce engaged hardware resources. Frame 
transfer from CIS to PC is accomplished in two 
stages. Pixels are acquired from the CMOS sensor and 
temporary stored into the external SRAM during the 
“capture” mode. During the “transfer” mode, bytes are 
read from SRAM and transferred from CPLD-chip to 
PC through the asynchronous serial communication 
interface. 

Memory module stores temporary all pixels from 
one frame. It contains several Alliance Semiconductor 
AS7C34096A chips [4]. This is 3.3V high-
performance CMOS Static Random Access Memory 
(SRAM) device organised as 524288 words x 8 bits. It 
is designed for memory applications where fast data 
access, low power and simple interfacing are desired. 

The required number of IC depends on the number 
of the pixels to be stored and the number of bytes for 
one pixel. Modern CMOS sensors output the pixel’s 
data on 10(12)-bit bus. Two bytes are required for one 
pixel if all data bits are used. The excess of available 
bits could be used to add some additional information 
for the current pixel such as its colour. The image 
sensor OV2610 contains 1200 row x 1600 columns 
matrix – this makes total of 192000 pixels (2MP). In 
order to store the pixels from a whole frame, the 
adequate number of SRAM IC is needed: 
 
(1)      = 2 × 1600  × 1200524288 ≈ 7,3 

 
The minimum is eight AS7C34096A chips. Fig.5 

presents SRAM module configuration and signals. 
The data bus is separated into most (MSB) and least 
(LSB) significant bytes. Address bus (ADR) and 
control signals WE# and RE# are connected to all 
chips. Control signals CE# define which pair of chips 
is the active one for the current memory operation. 

Maximum operating current of AS7C34096A is 
160mA and while in SATNDBY mode (when the chip 
is not selected) it is no more than 8mA. This makes a 
minimum current required for the SRAM module 

 
(2) ISRAM = 2x(1x160+3x8) = 368mA  
 

 
Fig.5. SRAM module structure. 

 
In order to guarantee sufficient current delivery to 

the SRAM module, 3.3V linear voltage regulator is 
added and external power source is required. 

Personal computer is the final destination of the 
captured frame. It is the host of a nonvolatile memory 
to store captured frame(s) and working place for the 
next step of the process of image analysis. Data 
transfer is accomplished through asynchronous serial 
interface. Convertor CMOS-RS232 or CMOS-USB is 
required to connect the Frame Capturer to PC. 
Standard terminal communication software can be 
utilized to receive the stream of bytes with pixel 
information. It should store the data into a log file 
which contains the whole frame – the final goal of the 
task. 

CPLD Design 
The main functions executed by Frame Capturer 

are data transfer and temporary data storage. 
Information processing or transformation isn’t applied 
except some bits rearrangements. The structure of the 
design is based on these factors and leads to 
organization of the internal CPLD logic in four 
modules as presented at fig.6. PixelCapturer module 
gets pixel data bits provided by the CMOS sensor and 
adds “color bits” to prepare two bytes to be stored to 
the external SRAM chips. CaptureController enables 
pixel data bits sampling and generates “color bits” of 
the current pixel. SRAMController transfers data 
to/from external RAM and drives address and control 
signals of the memory chips. IOController includes 
serial asynchronous transmitter, button de bouncer and 
indicator LEDs control. 

The main task of CaptureController is to determine 
if the value currently present on the sensor data bus is 
to be sampled as data bits of the next pixel. The 
CMOS sensor is configured in Master mode of 
operation which means that it generates the 
synchronization signals. Data bus is sampled at active 
(rising) edge of PCLK signal if current data bits 
contain the next picture element. This condition is 
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CE#4 
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fulfilled if both horizontal synchronization (HREF) 
and vertical synchronization (VSYNC) signals are 
active. The later should remain stable until the end of 
the last line of the current frame. Additional condition 
for data acquisition is the operator’s approval – the 
frame that is to be captured should contain the picture 
of interest. This enable signal (PictureOK) comes 
from IOController module that receives button 
command for starting the capture procedure. Pixel 
sampling circuit starts data sampling in the beginning 
of the frame that follows the user’s selection. This is 
guaranteed by the implemented edge detector for 
VSYNC signal. The end of sampling process is when 
the last pixel from the last line of the frame is 
acquired. Signal FrameEnd makes the change from 
“capture” to “transfer” mode. Next frame could be 
captured only after the completion of serial transfer of 
frame bytes from SRAM to the PC. 

CaptureController performs one secondary task 
that provides supplemental information about the 
pixels from the captured frame. CMOS sensor does 
not output information about the color of the current 
pixel. This flaw could be easily worked round due to 
the fact that the pixels are arranged in a particular 
pattern (Bayer-matrix) and are outputted in a 
predefined sequence. The colors (red, green and blue) 
could be encoded with two data bits that are added to 
data bits in the pixel bytes. The “color” bits are passed 
to PixelCapture module where bits mixture happens. 

PixelCapturer gets the pixel data bits from CMOS 
sensor data bus when enable signal GetPixel is active. 
Pixel data bits are latched into a register along with 
the “color” bits at every active (rising) edge of PCLK. 
System clock of the optoelectronic system is used as 
main synchronization signal of the CPLD design. The 
same clock signal feeds the CMOS sensor and is the 
source for the pixel strobe signal PCLK. In order to 

synchronize the pixel sampling process to the main 
clock of the design, additional register is added in the 
data path. When captured pixel is available into the 
CPLD, the second 16-bit wide register is loaded at 
next rising edge of the system clock with data and 
“color” bits of the pixel. Table 1 presents distribution 
of these bits. Two bytes will be written into the 
external SRAM buffer for every captured pixel. 

SRAMController manages data transfer to/from 
SRAM chips. It generates the address for the current 
operation, sets control signals, provides the data 
during writing and reads data bus when reading. After 
system reset SRAMController writes all the coming 
pixels on consecutive addresses into the external 
memory. Data to be written to SRAM is 16-bit wide 
and is applied to the 8-bit data buses of a pair of chips. 

Table 1 
Distribution of pixel bits in two bytes 

N 12-bit 10-bit Function 
15 C1 C1 MSB: Color MSbit 
14 C0 C0 MSB: Color LSbit 
13 D11 0 MSB: Data MSbit 
12 D10 0 MSB: Data bit 
11 D9 D9 MSB: Data bit 
10 D8 D8 MSB: Data bit 
9 D7 D7 MSB: Data bit 
8 D6 D6 MSB: Data bit 
7 C1# C1# LSB:  Color MSbit inverted 
6 C0# C0# LSB:  Color LSbit inverted 
5 D5 D5 LSB:  Data bit 
4 D4 D4 LSB:  Data bit 
3 D3 D3 LSB:  Data bit 
2 D2 D2 LSB:  Data bit 
1 D1 D1 LSB:  Data bit 
0 D0 D0 LSB:  Data LSbit 
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Fig.6. CPLD internal structure. 
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Corresponding address counter is incremented after 
every pixel. When maximum number of pixels stored 
in one SRAM chip is reached the counter is cleared. 
Next pixel is written into the next pair SRAM chips. 
Only currently active chips are selected by setting 
their CE#=0. Control signals WE#=0 and OE#=1 are 
applied to all SRAM IC simultaneously and remain 
stable in order to keep the buffers as inputs. The data 
is captured at rising edge of signal CE#. 

At the end of the frame, when all frame pixels are 
stored into the buffer, IOController issues request for 
pixel data. At that moment the SRAM controller 
enters “read mode”. Control signals WE#=1 and 
OE#=0 configure SRAM IC pins as outputs. Address 
counter starts from the beginning and two data bytes 
are acquired from the data bus. Signals CE#=0 are 
active for the corresponding chips as long as data is 
retrieved from them. Next pixel is read from SRAM 
when new request from IOController is received. 

IOController is handles operator’s commands, four 
indicator LEDs and asynchronous serial transmitter. 
The user can issue system reset through button BUT0.  
Button BUT1 is appointed to accept user’s approval of 
observed picture and by this to start the frame capture 
procedure. The LEDs present current mode and error 
status. Implemented transmitter works at baud rate 
115200 bits/sec, 8 data and 1 stop bits, without parity 
control and handshaking. Pixel bytes from SRAM are 
delivered by the SRAM controller and when current 
pixel is sent to PC request for the next one is placed. 
Total transfer time for all frame pixels is 

 
(3)  =  × ×   = 2×1600×120011520 ≈ 333    

 
Where: k – number of byte for a pixel, M and N – 
number of columns and rows in the frame, VB – 
transfer rate in byte/sec. 

Frame capture sequence 
The operator should do the following steps:  
1. Start and set the parameters of the terminal 

communication software. 
2. Start the OES, set the appropriate mode and 

parameters, direct it towards the target and tune it 
until desired picture is obtained on the monitor. 

3. Open the log (storage) file. 
4. Reset the Frame Capturer – button BUT0. 
5. Start capture procedure button BUT1. 
6. Wait the end of frame transfer – about 330sec. 
7. Close the log (storage) file. 
8. Finish or go to step 2 or 3 for a new frame. 

Conclusion 
Presented Frame Capturer allows fast and easy 

capture of image(s) from a real target. It is relatively 
cheap and simple tool for preparing a “real live” 
images for algorithms testing and analyzing. 

The system is quite simple and it is easy to put it in 
action. It is assembled by already available 
components. Only the SRAM module is especially 
designed and realized for this platform purpose, but 
other solutions are also possible. The CPLD design is 
specific to this application, but it is flexible enough to 
allow usage in projects with slight differences. 
Presented design allows fast and easy modifications to 
adapt the Frame Capturer to configurations of 
optoelectronic systems with different CMOS image 
sensors or RAM memory module with another chips 
organization. 

Frame transfer duration looks “enormous”, but it is 
acceptable as long as the platform is utilized for a 
single events in laboratory environment. Higher baud 
rates are possible when USB converter is used. 

Additionally, setting of some parameters through 
PC or manually could be implemented. 
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EM Study of via stitching impact on parallel grounding planes in 
multilayered PCBs and electronic packages  

Radosvet G. Arnaudov, Svetozar K. Andreev 

 
Electromagnetic study of via stitching impact on the cavity-resonance modes in multilayered 

parallel-plate planes of ground rectangular structures is presented. Such structures are widely used in 
microwave multilayer PCBs, electronic packages, MCMs and could be the source of considerable 
electromagnetic interference (EMI). Effective methods should be applied for damping and elimination 
of the radiated fields, especially in small areas and volumes. The investigated three-layered low 
temperature co-fired ceramics’ (LTCC) package (QFN-type) possesses two separate grounding planes 
on different levels, connected through multiple via stitches. The estimation of the electromagnetic field 
distribution is conducted by full-wave analysis of the proposed cavity-resonance models and 
corresponding S-parameters are extracted. This paper also discusses the influence of matrix-like via 
grid distribution on the propagation constant and effective dielectric permittivity of the exemplary 
structure in the frequency band of interest - 10 to 30 GHz.  

Електромагнитно изследване на влиянието на „съшиване” чрез проходни отвори 
върху паралелни заземяващи равнини в многослойни платки и електронни корпуси  
(Радосвет Г. Арнаудов, Светозар К. Андреев). В статията са представени резултати от 
електромагнитно изследване на обемни резонансни модове на вълни в многослойни паралелни 
равнини на заземяващи правоъгълни структури. Такива структури са широко използвани в 
микровълновите многослойни печатни платки, електронни корпуси, мултичипни модули и 
могат да бъдат източник на значителна електромагнитна интерференця (EMI). Необходимо 
е да бъдат приложени ефективни методи за намаляване и елиминиране на излъчващите 
полета, особено в малки площи и обеми. Изследваният трислоен корпус, тип QFN, изработен 
от нискотемпературна многолистова керамика, притежава две отделни заземяващи 
повърхности на различни нива, свързани чрез множество проходни проводящи отвори (via). 
Изследването на разпределението на електромагнитното поле е проведено чрез пълно-вълнов 
анализ на представените обемни резонансни модели и са изведени съответните S-параметри. 
В статията се обсъжда също и влиянието на разположението на проходните отвори във вид 
на матрица върху константата на разпространение и ефективната диелектрична 
проницаемост на примерната структура в честотния обхват 10 – 30 GHz. 

 

Introduction 
The continued growth of personal communications 

with wireless applications has generated a great 
demand for portable and highly integrated 
components and subsystems. As a consequence, these 
applications challenge electronics packaging 
technologies to integrate smaller, lighter, high density, 
mixed-signal integrated circuits in low-cost multilayer 
PCBs, packages and modules.  

Power and ground parallel-plate planes are often 
employed in multilayered structures. At frequencies 
where the dimensions are not electrically small, it is 
necessary to use complex distributed models for their 
investigation. Very important factor in the parallel-

plate structure study is the radiated EM field 
evaluation at the far-field zone. This task is carried out 
by a number of authors in [1], [2], [3] where analytical 
models and closed-form expressions are derived. The 
level of the radiated emission intensity is straightly 
proportional to the spacing between the planes and 
inversely proportional to the value of the relative 
dielectric permittivity of the substrate. The main 
approaches, employed in these works, are based on 
the calculation of the location- and mode-dependant 
impedances Zij of the parallel-plate wave guide 
structures [2] and including the radiation losses in the 
complex or modified wave numbers of the dielectric 
media [3]. Effective suppression and damping of EMI 
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could be achieved by implementation of thin dielectric 
films with high εr between the two planes [4]. Recent 
research has shown that distributed embedded 
capacitance is a promising alternative to discrete 
decoupling capacitors for reducing power-bus noise. 
Another approach is depicted in [5-7], based on the 
implementation of electronic band-gap via fences. 
Their electrical performance is strongly dependent on 
the ratio of via radius/pitch to the shortest wavelength, 
guided in the structure. 

This paper presents analysis of EM field 
distribution in rectangular-like parallel planes within 
the volume of multilayer structures. The reported 
investigations are based on the implementation of 
cavity-resonance model and full- wave 3-D analysis. 
For these purposes a custom-designed QFN multi-
layered LTCC package has been considered, including 
five RF I/O ports and featuring 7x7x0.95 mm 
dimensions. The objects of the presented work are 
summarized as follows:  

• Evaluation of multi-port cross-talk coefficients 
(Sij) in conjunction with two parallel GND solid 
planes in the bulk structure as a measure of EM 
via shielding effectiveness. These planes are DC 
and RF connected by means of through-hole vias 
in given locations;  

• Study of via grid regular mesh and their “matrix-
like” disposition on the frequency shift, 
magnitude suppression or mitigation of cavity 
resonances in the frequency band 10 to 30 GHz; 

• Modifying of the propagation constant and 
effective dielectric permittivity by via stitching 
patterns of regular matrix shape. 

Electromagnetic simulations and experimental 
models 

The investigated structure presents a sample of 
LTCC three-layered QFN package with material 
parameters: εr = 9.6, tan(δ) = 0.0004,  
σm = 4.2x107S/m. Topology pictures of the structure 
are shown on Fig.1.  

In fact the excitation ports are type “coaxially” 
shielded structures with central wire – through-hole 
signal via d (with corresponding pad p) and ground 
stitch clearance s (with several surrounding vias), 
depicted in the “zoomed” area of Fig. 1. The QFN 
package is analyzed by means of Ansoft HFSS 
software. A modified model is built and includes: 
LTCC layers, two identical ground planes (top and 
bottom), grounding vias and five “wave” RF signal 
ports. The corresponding 3-D HFSS model is shown 
on Fig.2.    

Mutual coupling between ports (Sij) or return losses 

(Sii) can be used for evaluation of the resonance 
properties in the ground-plane structures. Abrupt 
transitions from positive to negative slopes in the S-
parameters magnitude should be observed for 
frequencies where parallel-plate or cavity resonances 
occur.  

 
Fig.1.  Top and side view of the investigated structure 

(QFN package, built on three-layered LTCC substrate). 

 
Fig.2.  3-D electromagnetic simulation set-up and cavity-

resonance model of the multilayer LTCC package with 
“wave” ports. Note that the RF signal vias of the package 

are transformed into “wave” ports. 

Three variants of the parallel plane structures are 
investigated. Each variant has different number of 
ground via stitches and configuration. Evaluation of 
the vias’ impact on cavity resonance excitation is 
performed by means of mutual port coupling 
evaluation (transmission coefficient Sij) through EM 
simulations of the in frequency range 10-30 GHz.  

In the first case all grounding vias from the 
original QFN package are preserved. Top view of the 
HFSS model and the corresponding S-parameters are 
shown in Fig.3. It can be noticed that vias location 
repeats the configuration from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

Both other variants have reduced number of 
grounding vias. Fig.4 shows a model in which the vias 
surrounding the signal ports are reduced. For the case 
depicted in Fig. 5, three rows of vias in the center of 
the ground planes are removed. 
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Fig. 3. Mutual coupling Sij between ports and 
corresponding top view of the 3-D electromagnetic 

simulation model (Variant I). 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Mutual coupling between ports and corresponding 
top view of the 3-D electromagnetic simulation model. The 

number of vias around signal “wave” ports is reduced 
(Variant II). 

All investigated structures support excitation of 
different resonances in the frequency range 10-30 
GHz and beyond. Analytical calculation of these 
resonances shows that parallel-plate modes are very 
high, beyond 100 GHz. Therefore, all wave modes 
excited between 10 GHz and 30 GHz are accepted as 
cavity-resonance types TMmn. Table I lists all the 

resonant frequencies of the investigated variants.  
Mutual coupling (Sij) magnitude between ports for 

the original package configuration (Fig. 3) is lower 
than the other two cases. Hence the shielding effect of 
the grounding vias is best for this structure. 

TABLE  I 
Cavity-Resonance Frequencies of Investigated Structures 

 
f, [GHz] TM01 TM20 TM21 TM30 TM31 TM12 

Variant I 
(Fig. 3) - - - 23.2 25.8 - 

Variant II 
(Fig. 4) - - 18.8 22.4 - - 

Variant 
III (Fig. 5) 10.4 17.6 18.4 22.2 26.2 28.4 

w/o GND 
vias 

13.1 14.5 19.5 21.7 25.3 27.2 

 
 

Comparing all, it is observed that the worst case is 
when the fence of the middle vias is removed (Fig. 5). 
In the frequency band of interest six clear resonances 
can be recognized. 

The effect of the vias grid in the middle of the 
ground planes is pronounced. When such grid is 
implemented (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) only two high order 
resonances are excited. Rest of them are either 
damped or shifted beyond the examined frequency 
range. 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Mutual coupling between ports and corresponding 
top view of the 3-D electromagnetic simulation model. Vias 

in the middle of the ground planes are removed  
(Variant III). 

Here must be included an important remark to 
escape from misunderstanding.  When locating the 
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grounding vias at places where the voltage potentials 
are high, they can affect the resonance characteristics, 
while locating them at low voltages is not a concern 
and does not disturb the performance [10]. Otherwise 
stated, no frequency shifts occur in the cavity mode 
resonances [11]. 

It is interesting to observe the similar character of 
the S-parameters for the variants of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
When the grounding vias around the ports are fully 
populated, resonances are shifted up considerably in 
frequency (Variant I compared with II). The described 
effect is strong for the modes TM30 and TM31. Rests 
of the modes are suppressed or even fall into out-of-
band range (Variants I, II compared with III). This 
phenomenon is explained later on with the location 
areas of the vias (E-field maximums or nulls) in Fig. 6 
and Table II. The central via rows do not interfere 
with the resonance characteristics of TM21 and TM30 
(Variants II and III), while via count and position 
around the ports extinguish resonances TM01, TM20, 
TM21, TM12 and TM31 (Variants I and II). 

From studying Fig. 3 (full fence shielding) one can 
conclude that the implemented via-shield structure is 
effective up to about 22 GHz (without resonances). 
Via diameter d is 0.2 mm and via spacing G is 0.65 
mm. Improved effectiveness in the range of 10-30 
GHz can be achieved by positioning the grounding 
vias in such areas, where shifting of the resonant 
frequencies is beyond the frequency band of interest 
or even damping is observed. Building of such fences 
not only in one direction (y-axis), but in both 
directions (cross-like manner, aligned in the center of 
the plane), can accommodate the problem also. Then 
we shall obtain symmetry in relation to x- and y-axis 
and locate the input ports into four detached shielded 
sub-areas (sub-patches).  

Comparing Fig. 3, 4 and 5 it is observed that when 
via grid is placed in the middle of the ground planes 
structure, the coupling between ports 1 and 2 
(respectively 3 and 4) is strongest. In this case we 
create two equivalent sub-patches, separated by 
electric wall (grounding via-fence) and thus prevent 
coupling of the energy from port 1 (2) to ports 3 and 
4, or vice versa. When the middle via column is 
removed (Fig. 5) means that energy propagates easily 
between port 1 and ports 3 (4), while ports 1-2 and 3-4 
are properly isolated only by the grounding via 
structures around them (coax-like manner).  

Electric field distribution on the patch resonator 
(dimensions W and L) is given by the implicit 
equation in [3]: 

(1) ).cos().cos(),( iynixmmn ykxkVyxV
mn

∧

= ≈ωω
   

 The Vmn denotes the spatial voltage amplitude of 
the electric field at m, n resonances, while the cosine 
functions reveal their distribution over the patch 
plane; xi, yi are the port coordinates. For m, n = 1, 2, 
3… and (xi/L)=(2k-1)/2m; (yi/W)=(2k-1)/2n, also k = 
1, 2, 3 …, then V(x,y)=0. Variation of k is applied at 
constant m or n. This is illustrated on Fig. 6 and leads 
to the derivation of implicit results, which might be 
applied in many engineering problems - how to find 
the minimum (nulls) location lines (their coordinates) 
in terms of inserting grounding vias or other 
discontinuities, according to the allocation of most 
common modes in the structure (Table II).  

Calculations of the increments ±ΔX/L and ±ΔY/W 
(hatched areas in Fig. 6) are carried out for the case 
when the minimum values of the function V(x, y)=0 (-
∞ dB reference point) increase to the rate of 0.17 (-
15.2 dB). This responds to an electrical length θ of 
10° (λΛ/36) for a given resonant frequency. Placing 
vias or soldering leads of discrete components in these 
hatched areas will not disturb the patch resonances a 
lot. For electrical length 30° (λΛ/12) we shall increase 
the cosine magnitude to the rate of 0.5 (-6 dB), which 
might be crucial for some purposes. So, it is very easy 
to define our custom incremental areas (margins) 
around the null axis (X0, X1, X2 …) and (Y0, Y1, Y2 
…), where is convenient to place grounding vias, 
other components, etc., slightly affecting resonances 
and overall performance of the parallel-plate 
structures.  

In the same manner can be chosen incremental 
areas ±Δ around the maximums (poles) of the function 
|V(x, y)|=1 (0 dB reference point). In that opposite 
situation could be determined custom areas for 
inserting of vias or other discontinuities (component 
leads) in order to shift or damp the resonant 
frequencies of the patch planes.  

Table II  
Cavity-Resonance  Locations of Voltage Nulls and Δ-

increments on X, Y-axis of Rectangular Patch Structure 
 

 X 
X0/L X1/L X2/L ±ΔX/L 

for -15dB 
±ΔX/L 
for -
6dB 

m=1 0.5 - - 0.05(5) 0.16(6) 
m=2 0.25 0.75 - 0.027(7)  

0.083(3) 
m=3 0.16(6) 0.5 0.83(3) 0.0(185)  0.05(3) 

Y Y0/W Y1/W Y2/W ±ΔY/W 
for -15dB 

±ΔY/W 
for -
6dB  

n=1 0.5 - - 0.05(5) 0.16(6) 
n=2 0.25 0.75 - 0.027(7)  

0.083(3) 
n=3 0.16(6) 0.5 0.83(3) 0.0(185)  0.05(3) 
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Fig. 6.  Cavity-resonance distribution of V(x, y) for 

different m, n-modes of TMz-waves and Δx, Δy-areas 
around minimums (nulls). L – length, W – width of 

unpopulated (w/o vias) structure which are 1/2 wavelength 
of the fundamental modes: TM10=7.23 GHz, TM01=13.08 
GHz. Hatched areas are not in scale. The four edges of the 

parallel-plate resonator are open (Perfect Magnetic 
Conductor PMC). 

Modification of propagation constant and 
effective dielectric permittivity 

Concept for modification in TEM-wave 
propagation 

Let us assume the investigated patch structure as 
an “open-end” stub of microstrip or embedded 
microstrip line. It is well-known fact from 
transmission line theory and Telegrapher equations 
that each parallel-plate interconnection line can be 
described fully by its complex characteristic 
impedance Zc and propagation constant γ through the 
equivalent p.u.l. (per-unit-length) distributed Ri-Li-Gi-
Ci elements [8], [9]. Besides, let the “via stitching 
pattern” between the metal planes be modeled as Nvia-
number of parallel admittances Yvia=Nvia(Gx ± 
jBx)=NviaYx, with regular distribution onto the patch, 
where Yx  represents each admittance. Leaning on the 
approaches of [1], [4] and [14] we may write down 
the following basic equations for the modified 
constants: 

(2) mmm jβ+α=γ                                                            
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On the other hand, from EM-wave propagation 
theory can be derived the following expressions for 
phase constant and effective dielectric constant of 
certain dielectric media: 
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Here αm (modified attenuation constant) and βm 
(modified phase constant) are solutions of the second 
rate system with two unknowns (4a)-(4b), where only 
the positive root value of α is taken into account. Also 
c0 – light velocity, k0 – wave number in free space, λ0 
– wavelength in free space, vΦ – phase velocity in 
dielectric media, λline – wavelength in dielectric media. 
With simple substitutions of (4a) and (4b) in (5), then 
(5) in (8), new equation (10) can be derived straightly 
forward, containing all the distributed Ri-Li-Gi-Ci 
parameters, altered with the inserted parallel 
admittances of vertical interconnection vias. On the 
following Fig. 7 are depicted equivalent electrical 
models of such vias, through which implementation 
can be extracted Yx.  In equation (9), the total p.u.l. 
inserted via admittance is revealed; here 2(W+L) is 
circumference of the rectangular patch, W.L – area. 
Extraction of Ri-Li-Gi-Ci elements values from S-
parameter data is deeply concerned in [13], [14] and 
may be applied in the analytical expressions (8)-(10) 
for direct calculations of εeff from S-parameter data. 

When taking a closer look to the above equations 
and equivalent electrical circuit of interconnection via 
on Fig. 7 c), it is observed that inserted admittances Yx 
could possess capacitive (+) or inductive (-) character 
in terms of the applicable frequency band. Even the 
via element is capable of reaching resonance, which 
may fall into investigated frequency band. In that case 
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(neglecting via losses too) equations (3), (4) return to 
their initial non-modified form, depending merely on 
the self Ri-Li-Gi-Ci parameters of one unpopulated 
(bare) patch. Capacitive character of Yx is equivalent 
of increasing εeff and shifting patch resonant 
frequencies downwards, while inductive character 
decreases εeff   and shifts resonances upwards.       

Equations (2)-(10) are consistent with TEM-wave 
propagation in the parallel-plate patch structure, 
because they are based on the Telegrapher equations 
solution for long two-conductor transmission lines. 
According to Fig. 2 and the ratio of rectangular 
dimensions W, L to the excited wavelength, such type 
of propagation should take place in x- and y-
directions. So the obtained results for εeff   in (10) may 
be determined also as dependant on the shape (W, L), 
substrate thickness h and relative dielectric constant 
εr. This statement is true for microstrip and embedded-
microstrip approach. Another important consideration 
is the circumstance, that characteristic impedance Zc 
of the parallel-plate structure is different in x- and y-
directions. In case, when cavity TMz

mn waves are 
excited in the structure, εeff  doesn’t take place any 
longer and is equalized to εr. 

  

                      
(a)                                              (b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig.7.  Pictures and equivalent electrical models with 
different complexity and frequency band applications: a) 
GND via. b) Signal via with pads (p), anti-pad clearance 

(s), diameter (d). c) Equivalent circuits. Geometry 
dimensions are the same as those in Fig.1. 

The extracted values of the lumped elements on 
Fig. 8 are obtained by “curve fitting technique” from 
Sii. Measured Sii parameters (return losses) are shown 
on Fig. 11, with signal ports of the structure depicted 

in Fig. 9. The elements Cpg1 and Cpg2 have different 
values because of the excessive capacitive stub added 
to it (see Fig. 9).  

 Table  III  
Values of Equivalent Circuit Elements 

Elements Cpg1 Cpp Rvia Lvia Cpg2 
Value 42 fF 170 fF 455 mΩ 67 pH 220 fF 

Influence of Dielectric Constant on Cavity 
Resonances 

Influence of the dielectric constant on cavity 
resonances in multilayer package (Fig.2) is 
demonstrated by Fig.8. Several values for εr are 
investigated: 3.38(RO4003); 4.4(FR4); 6.7(LTCC); 
9.65(HTCC); 12.9(GaAs). In all cases mutual 
coupling between ports 1 and 3 (S13) has similar 
behavior. Increasing εr shifts cavity resonances 
towards lower frequencies. This is caused by the 
increased electrical size of the equivalent cavity 
between the two planes. Presented results demonstrate 
that lower dielectric constants (PCB-like) of 
multilayer substrates can be used as means for shifting 
of resonances upwards, while higher ones (ceramics 
and semiconductor-like) – downwards. Such approach 
for dealing with cavity resonances should be handled 
very carefully, because higher εr implementation leads 
to more crucial technology tolerances in geometry and 
stronger discontinuity influences. 

 

 
Fig.8.  Mutual coupling between ports 1 and 3 in 3-D 
electromagnetic simulation model (Variant I) for five 

different values of package dielectric constants εr of the 
substrate. 

Test set-up and measurement results 
Verification measurements were conducted by 

vector network analyzer HP-8510C and Cascade 
Microtech-RF1 probe station, while simplified layout 
of the test sample structure is depicted on Fig.9. Both, 
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S-parameters data for mutual coupling (Sij) between 
signal ports and reflection coefficients (Sii) of each 
single port are registered. The package test structure is 
the same as utilized in Fig. 1, but with one 
considerable difference – here is implemented regular 
via grid connection all over the parallel plate area, 
with step size of G=0.65mm. 

 

 
     Fig.9. Simplified picture of the test sample with full via-

grid array between the plates and port locations. Edge 
walls and cover cap of the QFN package are removed to 

ease visualization. 

The data from Fig.10 is a representative measure 
for shielding effectiveness of the investigated QFN 
package. Compared with the EM simulation data on 
Fig.3-5, where the influence of via grounding pattern 
is concerned, it can be concluded that implementation 
of regular via grid pattern as an array, smoothes the 
resonance peaks and equalizes the parasitic cross-talk 
between channels. For practical purposes such de-
coupling of non-coherent RF signals with values 
better than -20 dB (less than 1% energy is coupled as 
noise) in broad frequency band is quite suitable.  

 

 
Fig.10. Magnitude of mutual coupling Sij between ports  

1-2, 1-5, 1-3, 2-5. 

 
Fig.11.  Magnitude of return losses (RL) – S11_P1, 

S11_P3, S11_P4, S11_P5 for each RF port. These data 
(more exactly the complex Sii) are used for the extraction  

of equivalent circuit elements in Fig. 7 and Table III. 

Conclusion 
Investigations of via stitching impact on cavity 

resonances in parallel metal planes by means of 
parasitic mutual coupling between multi-ports are 
revealed in this paper. Influence of via structures’ 
implementation for ground planes interconnection and 
electromagnetic shielding is also concerned.  

This approach is fulfilled by deviation in via layout 
positions on Fig.3, 4 and 5. Although the total area of 
the waveguide planes and initial port locations are the 
same for all utilized modifications, they distinguish in 
via distribution and location. In fact there exists a 
separation of the whole structure into sub-areas, which 
present different waveguides, supporting different 
high-order modes.  

Placement of connecting vias and other element 
discontinuities (like bulk chip components) in the 
patch areas, where maximum voltage amplitude is 
available, provokes inevitable field distortion and 
shifting of patch resonant frequencies up or 
downwards, according to the type of inserted 
reactance character. Besides, if such structures are 
excited in areas where minimums exist, then some 
high-order modes corresponding to such port locations 
are mitigated.   

Analytical expressions for modified propagation 
constant and effective dielectric constant are derived 
for a rectangular parallel-plate structure with regular 
distribution of the inserted via-grid patterns or other 
discontinuities (component leads).  

Our approach of investigation is based on the 
concept that cylindrical TMz waves, propagating in 
parallel-plate waveguide (PCB) are converted into 
plane TEM-like ones,  after reflection from the open 
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structure edges – perfect magnetic wall (PMC-
boundary condition).             
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Using random signals with predefined statistical properties  
for the study of circuits in PSpice environment  

Katya K. Asparuhova  

 

In the present paper an extension is developed of the possibilities of the PSpice type programs for 
simulating electronic circuits for the case of random input signals with predefined statistical 
parameters. Built-in signal sources in PSpice are deterministic  in nature, with known or specified 
amplitude at any point of time. The following is available: pre-generated pseudorandom number 
series with statistical parameters reflecting those of the actual signals in electronic circuits can be 
perceived by the simulator as input sources. Random signals with a certain type of power spectral 
density in a normalized form are pre-recorded in format suitable for use in PSpice. The user can 
further customize in the PSpice environment the statistical characteristics of the signal, such as 
average and variance according to his needs. The possibility to set the new input for simulation and 
analysis of the designed electronic circuit is shown. The proposed method is experimentally verified 
and the fidelity of statistical characteristics is considered. 

Използване на случайни сигнали със зададени статистически параметри за 
изследване на схеми в средата на PSpice (Катя Аспарухова). В статията се разглежда 
разширяване на възможностите на симулаторите от вида PSpice за симулиране на 
електронни схеми чрез случайни входни въздействия с определени статистически 
характеристики. Вградените източници на сигнали в PSpice са с детерминиран характер; 
известна или зададена амплитуда във всеки един момент от време. Предлага се: 
предварително генерирани псевдослучайни числови редици със статистически параметри, 
отразяващи тези на реалните сигнали в електронната апаратура да могат да се възприемат 
от симулатора като входни въздействия. Случайни сигнали с определен вид спектрална 
плътност на мощността в нормализиран вид предварително се записват във  формат за 
използване в PSpice. Потребителят допълнително може да промени в програмната среда на 
симулатора за своите нужди статистическите характеристики на сигнала, например средна 
стойност и дисперсия. Показана е възможността да се зададе новият входен сигнал за 
симулация и анализ на проектирана електронна схема. Предложеният метод е 
експериментално проверен и е разгледана точността на възпроизвеждане на 
статистическите характеристики.  

 

Introduction  

The proposed paper presents the possibilities for 
generation of discrete time signals with predefined 
statistical and frequency parameters, corresponding to 
the real input or noise signals for analog circuits. A 
method and a program implementation in the 
MathCAD environment are shown. The signals are 
statistically modeled by three different autocorrelation 
types of functions (with predefined dispersion, time 
correlation and duration). The generated random 
signal is implemented in the PSpice environment with 
the ability to change the statistical characteristics of 
mean and variance, according to the study. 

Random signals generation with predefined 
statistical properties 

In practice, electric signals that have random 
nature can analytically be fully described by the 
following parameters and characteristics: average 
value and mathematical deviation ( )	for voltage 
and ( )	for amperage. They are basically a conti-
nuous shift of the oscillation; Dispersion or energy of 
the signal, Root-Mean-Square for voltage σ  and σ  
for the current, that give an idea of the range of the 
relatively average value of the random oscillations; 
Distribution law for the probability ( ) or ( ). Due 
to a great number of factors that need to be taken into 
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account during signals generation of and transition 
through the different blocks, most often the Gaussian 
law is used in the engineering practice. The described 
parameters do not evaluate the random signal change 
speed or its frequency characteristics [3]. The 
characteristic, that gives information about the change 
speed in two near time intervals, is the autocorrelation 
function. The energy spectrum of the random signal 
depends on the autocorrelation function and is taken 
into consideration during designing the next amplifier 
circuits in order to preserve the quality of the 
transported data: ( ) = 	 (τ). .π. .τ. τ∞

 , 

where (τ) is the autocorrelation function, ( ) is the 
energy spectrum.  

The experiment shows [2, 4] that in practice 
different autocorrelation functions of the incoming 
signals and the interference are limited in number. 
Some of the most often used autocorrelation functions 
and their energy spectrums are presented in Table 1. 

Exponential function (1) (τ): Typical for this 
signal type is the fast decrement of the signal power in 
the low frequency range.  

Gaussian function R (τ) (3), where: σ  is the 
dispersion of the process; T  is the correlation 
interval (shows how near in time the statistically 
dependent measurements of the signal are placed).  

Table 1 
Autocorrelation functions (1)																				 (τ) = σ . − τ

  

(2)		 (τ) = σ . − τ . cos(2. π. 	. τ)  

(3)																		 (τ) = σ . − τ
  

 
The autocorrelation function R (τ) (2) is a 

combination of function (3) and the harmonic 
oscillation on a defined frequency f . Figure 1 
presents the three types of autocorrelation functions , 
and shows clearly the wobble fading process.  

The energy of the signal with this type of 
autocorrelation function is concentrated in the low 
frequency range and gradually decreases by the high 
frequencies. The spectral power density is also a 
Gaussian function, Table 2. 

Fig.1. Autocorrelation functions types 

Table 2 
Energy spectrums of the autocorrelation functions 

(4) ( ) = .σ .
π

. ( .π. . )   

(5) ( ) = π.σ . . ( . ) ( . ). ( . . ) ) . ( . . ) )  6 ( ) = 4.σ . . −(π. . )  

 
Figure 2 shows the energy spectrums of the 

functions respectively.  

 
Fig.2. Energy spectrums of the functions (1), (2),(3). 

 
Method for generation of a random number 
series with a given statistical properties and 
implementation in the Mathcad environment  

Build-in functions or generators in software 
products are responsible for the generation of the 
random number series. The result of using such 
software products are a number of random numbers 
with uniform distribution law of probability. In regard 
to the electric signal, if we assume that the voltage and 
current values received in time rate Δt, this kind of 
signal is “white” noise. The neighbor values have no 
statistical dependency between each other. As a 
consequence the autocorrelation function is a “delta” 
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function. The spectral density of the energy is in the 
whole range [1], [3], [5]. 

By inputting a random time series with normal 
distribution and independent values in the digital filter 
with given parameters [1], we can generate a series 
which has a well defined autocorrelation function. For 
modelling of random process with normal distribution 
and autocorrelation function (2) and (3) a biquadrate 
recursive filter can be used. The coefficients 
calculation depends on the chosen for modelling 
autocorrelation function, the given time for 
discretization and dispersion of the process. The result 
that is calculated from the recurrent dependency (4) 
has a null average value. The process of choosing of 
autocorrelation function, giving the predefined 
numeric series, calculating the digital filter 
coefficients and the recurrent dependency (4), is 
implemented in the Mathcad environment.  

 
Simulation and experimental results  
There is no source of random signals with the 

desired statistical properties and parameters in the 
analog simulator PSpice. For simulation purposes a 
signal can be generated by the above-described 
method and recorded as a file in the following format:  [(time 1),	(amplitude 1)	(time 2),	(amplitude 2)(time i),	(amplitude i)………...															…………….(time N),	(amplitude N)]  

Generated preliminary data has normalized 
distribution with the average voltage m (t) or current m (t) equal to zero and variance or energy of the 
signal voltage σ  or current σ  equal to one. PWL 
source is used as the Spice input and the 
renormalization of the values of EPOLY type is 
realized by the dependent polynomial source [6], [7]. 

Fig.3. Transimpedance amplifier simulation circuit 

The transimpedance amplifier circuit with T-circuit 
in feedback (TIA) is explored – Figure 3. In practice, 
electric signals for the sensor electronic circuits and 
devices could be described as random signals. The 

input signal, generated using Mathcad with 
normalized Gaussian function type, where T =125μs is the correlation interval, is recorded. The 
input signal histogram is presented in Figure 4. Figure 
5 shows the histogram of the EPOLY source output 
(node in1). The signal is with the average m =100	μV and the variance σ = 8μV. The amplitudes 
of the signals Vin and Vin1 are exhibited in Figure 6. 

Fig.4. Input Signal Statistics (at node in) 

The output and the input of EPOLY source are 
related with the function:  ( ) = + σ .   

 

Fig.5. Output  Signal Statistics (at node in1) 

Figure 7 presents PSpice simulation results of the 
TIA circuit output Vout. 

 

Fig.6. Amplitudes of the Vin and Vin1 signals 
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Fig.7. Simulation results for the voltage Vout of the TIA 
circuit 

Conclusion 
The paper presents the extension of the 

possibilities of the Pspice type programs for 
simulating electronic circuits by development of 
sources of random input signals with predefined 
statistical parameters. The following is available: 
pseudorandom number series are generated with a 
certain type of power spectral density using Mathcad. 
Data are in a normalized form pre-recorded in a 
format suitable for use in PSpice. The user can further 
customize in the PSpice environment the statistical 
characteristics of the signal, such as average and 
variance according to his needs. The possibility to set 
the new input for simulation and analysis of the 
designed electronic circuit is shown. The proposed 
method is experimentally verified and the fidelity of 
statistical characteristics is considered. 
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COMPUTER TECHNICS 

Arrays and programming languages 
Stoyan B. Bonev, Volin A. Karagiozov, John E. Galletly, Dimitar G. Christozov 

 
This article is based on the array data structure as a data container for same data type series of 

individual elements accessible through a collective common name and nonnegative integer index. The 
evolution and variety of arrays available in contemporary programming languages are presented. The 
paper serves as a survey on arrays. It includes comments on static arrays and dynamic arrays, stack 
allocated arrays and heap allocated arrays, one-dimensional arrays, multidimensional rectangular 
arrays, multidimensional ragged arrays, associative arrays. Fragments of numerous sample demo 
programs in Visual Basic, C++, C# and Java are used as illustrations. Predefined library classes for 
array processing Arrays, Array, and ArrayList are introduced with source text of sample demo 
programs. The paper contents is addressed to students and software developers whose area of interest 
and practical experience includes comparative study of programming languages, design and 
implementation of language processors – convertors of high level programming languages etc. 

Масиви и езици за програмиране (Стоян Б. Бонев, Волин А. Карагьозов, Джон Е. Га-
летли, Димитър Г. Христозов). Статията разглежда масива като контейнер на еднотипни 
данни, достъпни чрез колективно име и неотрицателен цял индекс. Представен е обзор на раз-
нобразни масиви, достъпни за работа в съвременни езици за програмиране. Описани са ста-
тични и динамични масиви, стек базирани и куп базирани масиви, едномерни масиви, много-
мерни правоъгълни масиви, многомерни назъбени масиви, асоциативни масиви. Фрагменти от 
програми на Visual Basic, C++, C# и Java са представени като илюстрация. Популярни преде-
финирани класове за работа с масиви Arrays, Array, и ArrayList са включени с подходящи при-
мери. Статията е адресирана към читателска аудитория – студенти и софтуерни специа-
листи с интереси в области на познанието като сравнително изучаване на програмни езици, 
анализ и проектиране на езикови процесори – конвертори на езици за програмиране и други. 

 

I. Introduction 
Data, processed within computer programs, get 

stored in memory either as scalar values /simple data 
types/ or as aggregated data structures. Using data 
structures for saving data permits a reference to a 
series of values using a collective group common 
name. The array is well known as a conventional data 
structure. It is being considered as a container of same 
data type individual values. All the array elements are 
saved in contiguous memory locations under a 
common name identifier, which is considered an 
initial base address of memory allocation. To refer to 
an individual array specific element one has to use an 
index /subscript/. The index may present as a literal 
constant or a named constant, or a variable, or an 
expression. The index type is always a non-negative 
integer value and does not depend on the array data 
type. The range of valid index values varies and 
depends on the actual array size. 

This paper presents a variety of the arrays, 
supported in programming languages: one-
dimensional arrays, multidimensional rectangular 
arrays, multidimensional ragged arrays and 
associative arrays. The syntax for declaring and 
creating an array as well as the syntax to access a 
separate array element are illustrated using 
programming languages Visual Basic, C++ native and 
managed code, C# and Java. The concept of static 
arrays, dynamic arrays, stack based arrays and heap 
based arrays are shortly discussed. 

Well known predefined library algorithms and 
classes for array processing Arrays [2], [3], Array [4], 
[5], ArrayList [1], [6] are described as well.  

II. Arrays classified 

II.1 Static arrays 
“Static array” as a term is used in two different 

contexts [6]: 
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• Array with size defined at compile time. 
• Array, qualified static when declared (storage 

class: static in C++). 

II.2 Dynamic arrays 
“Dynamic array” as a term is used in the following 

two contexts: 
• Array with size to be defined or modified at 

run time [6]. 
• Array, implemented as a list (array list). 

II.3 Stack based and heap based arrays 
Conventional computer programs are structured to 

include a code segment and a data segment. Data may 
be allocated in two alternate memory areas – the stack 
and the heap. 

Locally defined C++ arrays occupy the stack and 
the access to them is direct by name/index, or indirect 
by pointer or alias. 

Dynamically allocated arrays occupy the heap and 
access to them is indirect only by pointer as in C++ 
native code or by an array reference variable as in 
C++ managed code, Visual Basic, C#, Java. 

II.4 One-dimensional /1D/ arrays 
These arrays have a single dimension. They 

present a linear sequence of values and may be 
illustrated using a vector. An index refers to each 
individual array element. All array elements occupy 
contiguous memory locations. The initial array 
element gets located with zero offset to the array base 
address. That is why this element is referred with 
index value of zero. In general, in case of one-
dimensional array size of N, the range of valid index 
values is 0 ... N-1. Visual Basic is а language 
exception of the rule just mentioned. An array 
declared with size of N has N+1 elements and they are 
referred with permitted range values 0 … N. 

Examples of source code for 1D arrays in four 
programming languages are presented below: 

VB 
Dim a(5) As Integer ' 1D array ' implicit constructor 
' OR Dim a() as integer = new Integer(5) {} ' explicit constructor 
For i = 0 To a.Length – 1  :  Console.Write("  {0}", a(i))  :  Next 
 
' 1D array - list of initializers 
Dim aa() As Integer = New Integer() {11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20} 
For i = 0 To aa.Length – 1  :  Console.Write("  {0}", aa(i))  :  Next 
 
Dim arraysize As Integer  ' 1D array - size defined at run time 
Console.Write("Size:") 
Arraysize  =  Convert.ToInt32(Console.ReadLine()) 
Dim b() As Integer = New Integer(arraysize) {} 
For i=0 To b.Length–1 : b(i)=i*10 : Console.Write("  {0}",b(i)) : Next 
 
' iteration based on data structures - foreach 
Dim id As Integer  

For Each id In b  :  Console.Write("  {0}", id)  :  Next 
 

C++ 
#include <algorithm> 
… 
void userfun(int par)  {  cout << "  " << par;  } 
… 
int a[5]; for(i=0;i<5;i++) cout << "  " << a[i];// 1D ar,init.bydefault 
int aa[] = {11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20 };// 1D ar,list of initrs 
for (i=0; i<10; i++) cout << "  " << aa[i]; 
 
int arraysize; // 1D array - size defined at run time 
cout << "\nEnter array size:";      cin >> arraysize; 
int *b = new int[arraysize];    int *bdup=b; 
for(i=0; i<arraysize; i++) 
  {*bdup=i*10; cout << "  " << *bdup; bdup++;} 
 
for_each(b, bdup, userfun); // iteration based on data structures 

 
C# 
int[] a = new int[5];  // 1D one-dimensional array 
for (i=0; i<a.Length; i++) Console.Write("  " + a[i]); 
 
int[] aa = { 11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20};// 1D array - initializers 
for (i=0; i<aa.Length; i++) Console.Write("  " + aa[i]); 
 
int arraysize;  // 1D array - size defined at run time 
Console.Write("array size:"); arraysize=int.Parse(Console.ReadLine()); 
int[] b = new int[arraysize]; 
for (i=0; i<b.Length; i++)  // // array populate & display 
 { b[i]=i*10; Console.Write("  " + b[i]);} 
 
foreach(int id in b) Console.Write("  "+id); //iteration on data struct 
 

Java 
int[] a = new int[5];  // 1D array – initialized with values by default 
for (i=0; i<a.length; i++) { 
      System.out.print("  " + a[i]);} 
 
int[] aa = {11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20}; //1Dar-list of initializers 
for (i=0; i<aa.length; i++) {  
      System.out.print("  "+aa[i]);  } 
 
int arraysize; 
System.out.print("Enter array size:");  arraysize = cin.nextInt(); 
int[] b = new int[arraysize];    // 1D array - size defined at run time 
for (i=0; i<b.length; i++)  // array populate & display  
 { b[i]=i*10; System.out.print("  " + b[i]);}  
 
for(int id:b) {System.out.print("  "+id);} // iteration on data structs 
 

II.5 Multidimensional rectangular arrays 
These arrays have more than one dimension. There 

are two approaches to interpret and implement 
multidimensional arrays [2], [6]: 

• matrix-style multidimensional arrays; 
• array of arrays style. 
With matrix style, two-dimensional arrays are 

considered as a table or a matrix. A rule dictates that 
the first /left-most/ dimension means the number of 
array rows and the second dimension is for the 
number of array columns, and so on in case of more 
dimensions. The two-dimensional arrays suppose 
consecutive element location which may implement 
by columns or by rows. The address value to access 
individual elements gets computed as an offset to the 
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base address using one of following formulas based 
on the notation in fig. 1: 

• Allocation by columns:  
Address/Offset(A[i,j])  =  (j - 1) * N + i 
• Allocation by rows: 
Address/Offset(A[i,j])  =  (i - 1) * M + j 
 
       M columns 
 
 
               A(i,j) 
 

N rows 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. 2D array with N rows and M columns. 

The alternate “array of arrays” style means that a 
two-dimensional array is considered as one-
dimensional array of one-dimensional arrays or as 
one-dimensional array of vectors, or as a vector of 
vectors. Same approach may apply to arrays with 
more than two dimensions. A three-dimensional array 
is presented as one-dimensional array of two-
dimensional arrays, or as a vector of matrices. 

Examples of rectangular arrays are given below: 
VB 
Dim matrix1(3, 5) As Integer ' 2D array – matrix ' implicit constructor 
' OR  
Dim matrix1(,) as integer=new Integer(3,5) {}' explicit constructor 
 
For i = 0 To 3   ' populate array 
       For j = 0 To 5  :  matrix1(i, j) = i * 5 + j * 10  :  Next 
Next 
 
For i = 0 To matrix1.GetLength(0) – 1 ' display array 
    For j=0 To matrix1.GetLength(1)–1 
        :Console.Write(" {0}",matrix1(i,j)): Next 
    Console.WriteLine() 
Next 
 
' 2D arrays - list of initializers 
Dim matrix2(,) As Integer = New Integer(,) {{51,52,53,54,55}, 

{61,62,63,64,65},  {71,72,73,74,75}} 
'OR Dim matrix2(,) As Integer = { {51, 52, 53, 54, 55}, {61, 62, 63, 

64, 65},  {71, 72, 73, 74, 75}} 
For i = 0 To matrix2.GetLength(0) – 1  ' display array 
    For j=0 To matrix2.GetLength(1)–1 
         Console.Write(" {0}",matrix2(i,j)): Next 
    Console.WriteLine() 
Next 
 

C++ 
#include <algorithm> 
… 
void userfun(int par)  {  cout << "  " << par;  } 
… 
int matrix1[3][5];  // 2D arrays - rect or square table - matrix 
for (i=0; i<3; i++) 
{ 

    for (j=0; j<5; j++) matrix1[i][j] = i*5 + j*10; // populate array 
} 
 
for (i=0; i<3; i++)                           // display array 
{ 
   for (j = 0; j < 5; j++) cout << "  " << matrix1[i][j];    cout  << endl; 
} 
 
// iteration based on data structures - foreach 
for (i=0; i<3; i++) 
{ 
   for_each(matrix1[i], matrix1[i] + 5, userfun);    cout << endl; 
} 
 
// 2D arrays - list of initializers 
int matrix2[3][5] = { {51,52,53,54,55 }, {61,62,63,64,65 }, 

{71,72,73,74,75 } }; 
for (i=0; i<3; i++)  // display array 
{ 
   for (j = 0; j < 5; j++) cout << "   " << matrix2[i][j];   cout << endl; 
} 
 

C# 
int[ , ] matrix1 = new int[3 , 5]; // 2D arrays – rect table – matrix 
for (i=0; i<3; i++) 
     for (j=0; j<5; j++)   matrix1[i , j] = i*5 + j*10; // populate 2D array 
 
for (i=0; i<matrix1.GetLength(0); i++) // display 2D array 
{ 
     for (j=0; j<matrix1.GetLength(1); j++) 
          Console.Write("  " + matrix1[i , j]); 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
} 
 
// iteration based on data structures - foreach 
foreach (int idd in matrix1)  Console.Write("  " + idd); 
 
// 2D arrays - list of initializers 
int[ , ] matrix2 = { {51,52,53,54,55}, {61,62,63,64,65}, 

{71,72,73,74,75} }; 
for (i=0; i<matrix2.GetLength(0); i++) 
{ 
     for (j=0; j<matrix2.GetLength(1); j++) 
        Console.Write("   " + matrix2[i,j]); 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
} 
 

Java 
int[][] matrix1 = new int[3][5];  // 2D arrays - rect table – matrix 
for (i=0; i<3; i++) {   // 2D array to populate 
       for (j=0; j<5; j++) {      matrix1[i][j] = i*5 + j*10;       } 
} 
 
for (i=0; i<matrix1.length; i++)    { // 2D array to display 
  for(j=0;j<matrix1[i].length;j++){System.out.print(" "+matrix1[i][j]);} 
  System.out.println(); 
} 
 
// iteration based on data structures - for 
for (i=0; i<3; i++) { 
     for (int iddd  :  matrix1[i]) {    System.out.print("  " + iddd);     } 
} 
 
// 2D arrays - list of initializers 
int[][] matrix2 = { { 51,52,53,54,55 }, { 61,62,63,64,65 }, { 

71,72,73,74,75 } }; 
for (i=0; i<matrix2.length; i++)    { 
  for(j=0;j<matrix2[i].length;j++){System.out.print(" "+matrix2[i][j]);} 
  System.out.println(); 
} 
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II.6 Multidimensional ragged arrays  
Processing multidimensional rectangular arrays has 

drawbacks. Here is an example to illustrate them. 
Let consider the problem how to save in memory 

all month names as strings of characters. 
Two optional solutions are given. 
First solution is to use a two-dimensional 

rectangular array as shown in fig. 2. We need a two-
dimensional array with 12 rows as the number of 
months and 10 columns which is necessary to save the 
longest month name, i.e. September. It is shown that 
after initializing the array, all rows except one have 
been allocated more memory than needed, i.e. useless 
memory. This drawback may resolve using a more 
flexible memory location scheme as shown in fig. 3. 

Second solution is based on the following concept. 
It is reasonable to allocate for each month name only 
the needed number of elements. The advantage is that 
there is no superfluous storage space and the total 
required memory is less than the product of twelve 
months and the maximum number which needs to 
save the month with longest name. This type of array 
is called a ragged array or a jagged array. 

 
J A n u A r y \0   
F E b r U a r y \0  
M a r c H \0     
A p r i L \0     
M a y \0       
J u n e \0      
J u l y \0      
A u g u S t \0    
S e p t E m b e r \0 
O c t o b e r \0   
N o v e m b e r \0  
D e c e m b e r \0  

Fig.2. 2D rectangular array to save month names. 

 
J a n u a r y \0   
F e b r u a r y \0  
M a r c h \0     
A p r i l \0     
M a y \0       
J u n e \0      
J u l y \0      
A u g u s t \0    
S e p t e m b e r \0 
O c t o b e r \0   
N o v e m b e r \0  
D e c e m b e r \0  

Fig.3. 2D ragged array to save month names. 

Examples of ragged arrays folow: 
VB 
Dim matrix3(3)() As Integer  ' declare 2D jagged array 
ReDim matrix3(0)(5) ' declare rows of different size 
ReDim matrix3(1)(4) 
ReDim matrix3(2)(3) 
ReDim matrix3(3)(2) 
 
For i = 0 To 5  :  matrix3(0)(i) = i * 2  :  Next    ' populate jagged array 
For i = 0 To 4  :  matrix3(1)(i) = i * 2 + 1  :  Next 
For i = 0 To 3  :  matrix3(2)(i) = i * 2 + 31 :  Next 
For i = 0 To 2  :  matrix3(3)(i) = i * 2 + 71 :  Next 
 
For i=0 To 5 : Console.Write(" {0}",matrix3(0)(i)) : Next' display 

jagged array 
Console.WriteLine() 
For i = 0 To 4  :  Console.Write("  {0}", matrix3(1)(i))  :  Next 
Console.WriteLine() 
For i = 0 To 3  :  Console.Write("  {0}", matrix3(2)(i))  :  Next 
Console.WriteLine() 
For i = 0 To 2  :  Console.Write("  {0}", matrix3(3)(i))  :  Next 
 

C++ 
int *matrix3[3], *pom;  // 2D jagged array 
matrix3[0] = new int[6]; 
matrix3[1] = new int[4]; 
matrix3[2] = new int[2]; 
// populate the jagged array 
pom=matrix3[0];for(i=0; i<6; i++){*pom=i*2;pom++;}//0,2,4,6,8,10  
pom=matrix3[1];for(i=0; i<4; i++){*pom=i*2+1; pom++;}//{1,3,5,7} 
pom=matrix3[2];for(i=0; i<2; i++){*pom=i*2+11;pom++;}//{11, 22} 
// display the jagged array 
cout<<endl; 
pom=matrix3[0]; for(i=0; i<6; i++) { cout << "   " << *pom; pom++; } 
cout<<endl; 
pom=matrix3[1]; for(i=0; i<4; i++) { cout << "   " << *pom; pom++; } 
cout<<endl; 
pom=matrix3[2]; for(i=0; i<2; i++) { cout << "   " << *pom; pom++; } 
 

C# 
int[][] matrix3 = new int[3][];  // 2D array -l case  - jagged array 
matrix3[0] = new int[] {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10}; 
matrix3[1] = new int[] {1, 3, 5, 7 }; 
matrix3[2] = new int[] {11, 22}; 
 
for (i=0; i<matrix3.Length; i++)  // display jagged arraay 
{ 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
  for(j=0;j<matrix3[i].Length; j++) Console.Write("   " + matrix3[i][j]); 
} 
 

Java 
int[][] matrix3 = new int[3][]; // 2D array - case  - jagged array 
matrix3[0] = new int[] {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10}; 
matrix3[1] = new int[] {1, 3, 5, 7 }; 
matrix3[2] = new int[] {11, 22}; 
 
for (i=0; i<matrix3.length; i++)     {      // display jagged arraay 
     System.out.println(); 
     for (j = 0; j < matrix3[i].length; j++) { 
         System.out.print("     " + matrix3[i][j]); 
     } 
} 
 

II.7 Associative arrays  
This array type presents a collection of data. Every 

component of the collection is composed as an 
ordered pair: /Key, Value/. The Key serves as an 
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index to access the corresponding value of the pair. 
The Key may be of arbitrary type. This is possible 
because of the options of the generics programming. 
Unlike the conventional fixed-size static arrays, the 
associative arrays are recognized as dynamic data 
structures. This means that their size may change at 
run time by adding or removing array elements. The 
elements of associative arrays are not ordered and do 
not occupy consecutive memory locations. The 
associative arrays are considered the basic data type 
for scripting languages like AWK, Perl (hash), Python 
(Dictionary), PHP, tcl (hash tables), etc. The 
associative arrays are not built-in standard 
implementation for languages like Visual Basic, 
C/C++, C#, Java, etc. They are added as external 
libraries. This requires inserting to the source text 
include preprocessor directives for header files (C, 
C++), import of class packages (Java) or reference to 
specific name space (C#, Visual Basic). Hashtable, 
Map and Dictionary are synonymous terms for 
associative arrays. 

Examples of associative arrays are presented 
below: 
VB 
Imports System 
… 
Dim ht As Dictionary(Of String, String) = New Dictionary(Of String, String) 
        ht.Add("Sofia", "BG") 
        ht.Add("Bern", "CH") 
        Console.WriteLine(ht("Sofia")) 
Dim htt As Dictionary(Of Integer, String) = New Dictionary(Of Integer, String) 
        htt.Add(10, "BG") 
        htt.Add(210, "DE") 

          Console.WriteLine(htt(210)) 
C++ 
#include <map> 
… 
map<string, string> ht; 
ht["Sofia"] = "BG"; 
ht["Bern"] = "CH";  
cout << ht["Sofia"]; 

#include <map> 
… 
map<int, string> htt; 
htt[10] = "BG"; 
htt[210] = "DE";             
cout << htt[210]; 

C# 
using System.Collections; 
… 
Hashtable ht = new Hashtable(); 
ht.Add("Sofia", "BG"); 
ht.Add("Bern",  "CH"); 
Console.WriteLine(ht["Sofia"]); 

using System.Collections; 
… 
Hashtable htt = new Hashtable(); 
htt.Add(10, "BG"); 
htt.Add(210, "DE"); 
Console.WriteLine(htt[210]); 

Java 
import java.util.Hashtable; 
… 
Hashtable<String, String> ht = new Hashtable<String, String>(); 
     ht.put("Sofia", "BG"); 
     ht.put("Bern",  "CH"); 
     System.out.println(" " + ht.get("Sofia")); 
// 
Hashtable<Integer,String> htt=new Hashtable<Integer,String>(); 
     htt.put(new Integer(10), "BG"); 
     htt.put(210,             "DE"); 
     System.out.println(" " + htt.get(210)); 
 

III. Predefined classes for array processing  
Arrays are implemented as objects or instances of 

classes. The classes are implemented with properties 
and methods to achieve huge amount of useful 
functionalities. 

III.1 The Arrays class and the Array class  
Arrays is a class used to implement arrays in Java. 

It is defined within java.util package and therefore 
needs import java.util.Arrays command. 

Similar class used to implement arrays for .NET, is 
named Array (System.Array). It is defined in System 
name space and needs using System; for C#, or 
Imports System for Visual Basic, or using namespace 
System; for C++ (managed code). 

Efficient array processing is possible in C++ 
(native code) through STL library of data containers, 
algorithms and iterators [5]. Preprocessor directives as 
#include <algorithm> are needed to access for that 
category of applications. 

Examples of source texts that call methods to sort 
arrays and binary search arrays are given as an 
illustration. 

VB 
Dim ar As Integer() = {10, 50, 30, 20, 70, 15} 
Dim i As Integer 
For i=0 To ar.Length-1 Step 1 : Console.Write("{0} ", ar(i)) : Next 
 
Array.Sort(ar) 
For i=0 To ar.Length-1 Step 1 : Console.Write("{0} ", ar(i)) : Next 
 
Console.WriteLine("Index val 30 is:{0}", Array.BinarySearch(ar, 30)) 
Console.WriteLine("Index val 55 is:{0}", Array.BinarySearch(ar, 55)) 
 

C++ native code 
#include <algorithm> 
… 
int ar[] = { 10, 50, 30, 20, 70, 15 }; int i; 
// 
for (i=0; i<6; i++) {  cout << "  " << ar[i];   } 
cout << endl; 
sort(ar, ar+6); 
for (i=0; i<6; i++) {  cout << "  " << ar[i];   } 
 
cout<<(binary_search(ar,ar+6,30)?"\n30 found":"\n30 not found"); 
cout<<(binary_search(ar,ar+6,55)?"\n55 found":"\n55 not found"); 
 

C++ managed code 
using namespace System; 
… 
array< int^ >^ ar = gcnew array< int^ >(6)  { 10, 50, 30, 20, 70, 15 }; 
for (int i=0; i<ar->Length; i++) {   Console::Write("  "+ar[i]);       } 
Array::Sort(ar); 
for (int i=0; i<ar->Length; i++) {   Console::Write("  "+ar[i]);        } 
 
Console::WriteLine("\nIndex of value 30 is:{0}", 

Array::BinarySearch(ar, 30)); 
Console::WriteLine("Index of value 55 is:{0}", 

Array::BinarySearch(ar, 55)); 
 
C# 
using System; 
… 
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int[] ar = { 10, 50, 30, 20, 70, 15 }; int i; 
 
for (i=0; i<ar.Length; i++) { Console.Write("  "+ar[i]);} 
Console.WriteLine(); 
Array.Sort(ar); 
for (i=0; i<ar.Length; i++) { Console.Write("  "+ar[i]);} 
Console.WriteLine(); 
 
Console.WriteLine("Index val 30 is:{0}", Array.BinarySearch(ar, 30)); 
Console.WriteLine("Index val 55 is:{0}", Array.BinarySearch(ar, 55)); 

Java 
import java.util.Arrays; 
… 
int[] ar = { 10, 50, 30, 20, 70, 15 }; int i; 
System.out.println(Arrays.toString(ar)); 
for (i=0; i<ar.length;   i++) {            System.out.print("  "+ar[i]);        } 
System.out.println(); 
Arrays.sort(ar); 
for (i=0; i<ar.length;  i++) {            System.out.print("  "+ar[i]);        } 
System.out.println(); 
System.out.println(Arrays.toString(ar)); 
System.out.println("Index value 30 is:"+Arrays.binarySearch(ar,30)); 
System.out.println("Index value 30 is:"+Arrays.binarySearch(ar,55)); 

III.2 The ArrayList class  
The ArrayList class implements an array as a list. 

Its size may change dynamically. In order to use this 
class, an object of the class must be created as an 
empty array. The add() and remove() methods in Java 
and corresponding Add() and Remove() methods in 
.NET serve to add and remove array elements.  

Examples: 
VB 
Dim ar As New ArrayList() 
ar.Add("Sofia")  :  ar.Add("Varna")  :  ar.Add("Bourgas") 
Console.WriteLine(ar.ToString()) 
For i = ar.Count-1 To 0 Step -1 : Console.Write(ar(i) + "  ") : Next 
ar.Remove("Varna") 
Console.WriteLine() 
For i = ar.Count-1 To 0 Step -1 : Console.Write(ar(i) + "  ") : Next 
Console.WriteLine(vbCrLf + ar.ToString()) 

C++ 
using namespace System::Collections;  
… 
ArrayList ar = gcnew ArrayList(); 
ar.Add("Sofia");  ar.Add("Varna");  ar.Add("Bourgas"); 
Console::WriteLine(ar.ToString()); 
for (int i=ar.Count-1; i>=0; i--)  Console::Write(ar[i] + "  "); 
ar.Remove("Varna"); 
Console::WriteLine(); 
for (int i=ar.Count-1; i>=0; i--)  Console::Write(ar[i] + "  "); 
Console::WriteLine(); 
Console::WriteLine(ar.ToString()); 

C# 
using System.Collections; 
… 
ArrayList ar = new ArrayList(); 
ar.Add("Sofia");  ar.Add("Varna");  ar.Add("Bourgas"); 
Console.WriteLine(ar.ToString()); 
for (int i = ar.Count-1; i>=0; i--)  Console.Write(ar[i] + "  "); 
ar.Remove("Varna"); 
Console.WriteLine(); 
for (int i = ar.Count-1; i>=0; i--)  Console.Write(ar[i] + "  "); 
Console.WriteLine();  Console.WriteLine(ar.ToString()); 

Java 
Import java.util.ArrayList; 
… 
ArrayList ar = new ArrayList(); 
ar.add("Sofia");  ar.add("Varna");  ar.add("Bourgas"); 

System.out.println(ar.toString()); 
for (int i=ar.size()-1; i>=0; i--)   System.out.print(ar.get(i) +"  "); 
ar.remove(1); 
System.out.println(); System.out.println(ar.toString()); 

IV. Conclusion  
The evolution of array as container of same data 

type elements is presented. To illustrate the concepts 
discussed in the paper, sample source code listings are 
given in different programming languages Visual 
Basic, C++, C# and Java. 

The paper contents may be a helpful tool addressed 
to students and software developers whose area of 
interest and practical experience includes comparative 
study of programming languages, design and 
implementation of language processors – convertors 
of high level programming languages etc. 
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ELECTRICAL DRIVES 

Research of PWM pulse frequency influence on the asynchronous 
drives characteristics – laboratory simulator  

Vasil D. Dimitrov, Emiliya A. Dimitrova  

 
The fast development of electrical drives and control systems has set up higher requirements to 

research and education quality. A laboratory simulator has been designed and built on contemporary 
devices based on the newest technologies. It offers various possibilities to examine a frequency 
controlled asynchronous drive at inconstant load torque. The influence of parameters and operating 
modes of the inverter on the energetic drive performance can be examined. In this paper the influence 
of the pulse-width modulation (PWM) pulse frequency on the indicators of the regulation quality is 
examined: the study is directed to the main dynamic indicators (overshoot, exceedance, etc.) with 
transient modes as well as the accuracy and fluctuations in steady-state operation. An experimental 
verification of the principles of vector control on an asynchronous drive is done. 

Изследване на влиянието на носещата честота на ШИМ върху характеристиките 
на асинхронно задвижване – лабораторен симулатор (Васил Димитров, Емилия Димит-
рова). Бързото развитие на електрозадвижванията и микропроцесорните системи за 
управление поставя по-високи изисквания към научните изследвания и качеството на обучение. 
Лабораторен симулатор е проектиран и изграден със съвременни устройства, базирани на 
най-новите технологии. Той предоставя различни възможности за изпитания на асинхронни 
задвижвания с честотно управление при променливо натоварване. Могат да бъдат изследвани 
влиянието на параметрите и режимите на работа на инвертора върху работата на 
задвижването и енергийните показатели. В тази статия се разглежда влиянието на 
носещата честота на широчинно-импулсната модулация (ШИМ) върху показателите на 
качеството на регулиране: изследват се основните динамични показатели при преходни 
режими (пререгулиране, максимално отклонение и др.) и точност на регулирането и 
флуктуации в установен режим. Направена е експериментална верификация на принципите на 
векторното управление на асинхронно задвижване. 

 

Introduction 
Contemporary electrical drives are controlled by 

highly efficient devices and microprocessor safety and 
control systems. Energy-saving asynchronous motors 
are introduced into many modern vehicles, positioning 
systems and other drives in industry. These motors 
have minimized dimensions and weight, higher effi-
ciency and enhanced reliability as opposed to DC 
motors and older series of induction motors. For an 
optimized design, a compound of highly conductive 
materials is used in the rotor. This results in minimum 
rotor losses and an excellent starting and switching re-
sponse. Innovative rotors create perfect conditions for 
motors with a high degree of efficiency. 

These new generation motors are designed for op-
eration with inverters or frequency converters with a 
pulse width modulation (PWM) and vector control 

[1], [4], [12]. This allows smooth speed control in a 
wide range: from 0 to several times of the nominal. 
The maximum speeds are limited only by the limits 
for the roller bearings, critical rotor speed and rigidity 
of the rotating parts. This is another great advantage 
of asynchronous motors to DC machines. Torque 
control could by implemented if it is necessary. Then 
the motor and braking torque are controlled independ-
ently of the speed. Using of torque sensors is not 
obligatory. 

Basic principles of the PWM 
Several PWM switching strategies have been de-

veloped, aimed to achieve the highest output transfer 
ratio and the minimum low order harmonics (which 
cause undesirable effects on the motor side such as 
harmonic losses, torque and current ripple as well as 
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audible noise) [2], [9], [10], [11].  
First, Sinusoidal Regular-Sampled PWM was used. 

In this sub-oscillation technique a sinusoidal three-
phase modulation reference wave is employed: 
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where m is the modulation index (0<m<1), E is the 
DC link voltage and ωm is the fundamental output fre-
quency. 

When a third harmonic is added to the sinusoidal 
reference waveform, the phases to ground voltages are 
distorted by the third harmonic, but the line to line 
voltages remain sinusoidal and are increased up to 
15%  in respect to pure sinusoidal modulation: 
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where m is in range 0<m<1,15. 
 
After that a Space Vector modulation (SVM) was 

developed. It is conceptually different from the previ-
ous methods, which compute the switching instants 
separately for each of the inverter phases. The Space 
Vector PWM treats the inverter as a whole that can 
attain eight different possible states represented by six 
active vectors u1,…,u6 of equal magnitude and π/3 
phase shifted, and two zero vectors u0 and u7: 
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Any desired voltage reference vector uref can be 
obtained decomposing it into components which lie 
along the active vectors that the inverter can generate. 
When only adjacent vectors are used in the decompo-
sition, the transition from one vector to the next is per-
formed by switching only one leg of the inverter thus 
reducing the number of switchings and the corre-
sponding switching losses. 

The duty ratios of the active vectors employed in 

the decomposition are determined in such a way that 
the average of the actually generated voltage vector 
equals the reference vector uref: 
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where Ts is the switching period, ui and uj are two ad-
jacent active vectors, ti/Ts and tj/Ts are their corre-
sponding duty ratios. 

When the reference vector to generate lies inside 
the circle inscribed in the hexagon delimited by the six 
active vectors, the sum of the two duty ratios is 
smaller than 1, and the remainder of the switching cy-
cle is filled out by using zero vectors: 

(5)  70 ttttT jis +++= . 

The optimal harmonic performance is obtained 
when the rest of the switching cycle is equally divided 
between the two zero vectors (t0 = t7). This variation 
is referred to as Centered Space Vector PWM [13], 
[14]. 

Again, the number of switchings is reduced when 
the transition from one switching period to another is 
made by toggling only one inverter leg, and this is ac-
complished by reversing the sequence of the em-
ployed vectors at every switching period, that is 
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this practice being termed as Asymmetrical Space 
Vector PWM (ASVM). 

The resulting average line to neutral voltage for 
phase a of the inverter (being phases b and c 2/3π and 
4/3π shifted, respectively), proves to be: 
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This averaged line to neutral waveform can be de-
composed into a sinusoidal fundamental and a nearly 
triangular third harmonic component, which does not 
affect the line to line voltages and allows to extend the 
linear modulation range up to 1.15 (0<m<1.15), as in 
the case of 3rd harmonic injection sub-oscillation tech-
nique. 

Laboratory simulator 
A laboratory simulator was built on contemporary 

devices, based on the newest technologies (see Fig. 1).  
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The main elements involved in the configuration of 
the simulator are developed by Siemens: three phase 
energy-saving asynchronous motor (AM – 2,2 kW) 
with lightweight construction [5];  Sinamics G120 
frequency converter; Simatic S7-200 Programmable 
Logic Controller (PLC); TP-177micro Touch Panel. 

The Power Module (PM) of the Sinamics G120 
works on the principle of double power conversion 
(AC-DC-AC). The input 3-phase AC voltage is con-
verted to DC voltage by a Larionov diode rectifier. 
Passing through a capacitor the DC voltage is supplied 
to the 3-phase IGBT inverter. The PM is controlled by 
a microprocessor in the Control Unit (CU). IGBT 
technology and pulse-width modulation are used to 
ensure reliable and flexible motor operation. There-
fore, the motor is supplied with frequency and ampli-
tude regulated voltage. An HTL encoder is mounted 
on the motor shaft and is used for closed loop motion 
control on the drive. Vector Control provides a stable 
speed irrespective of any disturbances, which could 
result in the speed variation. Using a higher pulse fre-
quency is a prerequisite for reducing the torque ripple 
at the motor shaft as well as operation of the inverter 
in the inaudible spectrum and quiet motor operation.  

A SG synchronous generator (30V, 60A) and re-
sistors (R’, R”, R’”) simulate the load of the motor. 
Three sensors are mounted on the load system. They 
are connected to the PLC and form the system for as-
sessing of the torque. The Differential Amplifier DA1 
is used as voltage sensor. The current transducer 
HAS100S is a Hall Effect sensor measuring the gen-
erator current Ig. Its output voltage is amplified by 
DA2 [6]. A rotary encoder reports the generator speed 
ng. PLC evaluates the generator power Pg and the load 
torque Mc. Thus accidental overloading of the motor 
and generator as well as the over speed is not allowed. 

In this case, PLC could reduce the speed set point of 
the motor or stop the drive. 

The load torque can be changed lightly altering the 
resistance of the load resistors or the generator flux 
current. It can be changed also with a jerk switching 
the circuit closers K1 and K2 by pushing buttons B1 
and B2 or by relays R1 and R2. These relays are 
switched by the PLC. Thus On-time and Off-time can 
by accurately determined. 

TP 177micro Touch panel connected to the PLC 
gives the possibility of monitoring and control on the 
drive system as well as of entering the initialization 
and parameterization data and work conditions. 

A WINDOWS-based computer system is used for 
configuring and data storage. The necessary commis-
sioning software STARTER is installed on this com-
puter and is used for setting-up the Sinamics G120. A 
subprogram TRACE is developed by Siemens for 
real-time tracing the inverter parameters. This is a 
great opportunity of an experimental research of tran-
sient modes of the frequency controlled asynchronous 
drives. Transient modes have a big practical impor-
tance, since the correct choice of motor power, the 
proper selection and sizing of the apparatus of control 
system, the reduction of energy consumption during 
starting and stopping are based on them. 

The simulator offers various possibilities of exami-
nation on a frequency controlled asynchronous drive 
at inconstant load torque. The influence of parameters 
and operating modes of the inverter on the energetic 
drive performance could be examined. Using the sub-
program TRACE, the dynamic characteristics with 
starting, stopping and changing the load or the speed 
set point could be captured. All data are exported to 
Excel tables and graphs can be automatically plotted. 
The existence of a PLC and touch panel TP177micro 
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Fig.1. Laboratory simulator. 
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allows for simultaneous drive control and parameters 
tracing and capturing. 

Methodology and algorithm of the tests 
The developed algorithm of the tests is shown in 

Fig.2. Its right tree represents the PLC performance. 
The S7-200 continuously cycles through the control 
logic in the program reading and writing data. SG 
power (Pg) and the load torque (Mc) are evaluated pe-
riodically at an interval of several ms: 
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The Sinamics G120 parameters are also monitored. 

The left tree shows the operator’s manipulations. 
After the pulse frequency, speed set-point and 

TRACE settings, operator sets the “Vector control” 
mode and turns on the motor. The selected drive pa-
rameters are captured by the subprogram TRACE and 
displayed on the touch panel: motor current (I), torque 
(M), speed (n), frequency (f), voltage (U), power (P) 
and power factor (cosφ). The current components can 
also be captured: flux generating current (Iμ) and 
torque generating current (Ia).  

When the motor reaches the speed set-point, it 
keeps running at a constant speed. After certain time 
the PLC turns on the relay R1 and the circuit-closer K1 
switches on the second resistor. The load torque is 
changed with a jerk. Then the PLC turns off the R1. 

START
the PLC control program 

Speed set point setting (by the TP 177 micro)

Start the asynchronous motor (by TP 177 micro) 
and subprogram TRACE 

Turn on the relay R1
(automatically by PLC):

the load is changed 
with a jerk

TRACE subprogram setting 
and selecting the parameters to be traced

Transfer the measured values to the EXCEL sheet.
Creating the graphs

Analog inputs initialization

Ug. > Ug.max.,
Ig. >  Ig.max

no

yes

Analog inputs update
(every scan cicle)

5% reducing f and  n

prohibition of reversing

The motor is ramping up

Monitoring 
the SG parameters
Ug., Ig., Рg. ng, Mc

(transfer to the TP177-micro)

Pulse frequency (fp) setting (by STARTER) 

End the test

USS protocol initialization
(data transfer to/from the Sinamics G120)

Monitoring and control on the 
Sinamics G120

The motor is running 
with constant speed

Fig.2. Algorithm of the tests. 
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When the tracing is finished, all measured values 
are exported to an Excel sheet. All graphs could be 
automatically plotted. After measuring is finished, the 
pulse frequency or speed set-point can be changed and 
all examinations can be repeated. 

Examination results 
In this paper the influence of the PWM pulse fre-

quency variation on the drive performance at transient 
modes is examined. The Sinamics G120 frequency 
converter offers possibilities of changing the PWM 
pulse frequency within 2 kHz-16 kHz in steps of 2 
kHz [7], [8]. The examinations were carried out for 
four pulse frequencies: 4 kHz (factory setting), 8 kHz, 
12 kHz and 16 kHz. Asymmetric space vector 
modulation (ASVM) is selected because it produces 
lower switching losses than space vector modulation 
(SVM). Furthermore, SVM adds 3rd harmonic and 
higher order tripleen harmonics [9]. However, ASVM 
may cause irregular rotation at very low speeds but 
such speeds are not a subject of these examinations. 

The first tests were made when starting the motor 
at a constant load. Then the drive performance with 
changing the load with a jerk was also examined. Be-
sides pulse frequency, the actual output frequency and 
rotor speed, torque, power, voltage, power factor, cur-
rent and its components were traced by the subpro-
gram TRACE and commissioning software 
STARTER. 

Starting the motor at a constant load 
Four examinations were performed at the nominal 

speed set-point (fsp = 50 Hz and nsp = 1500 rpm), ¾ 
nominal loads and various pulse frequencies.  

The asynchronous drive and the subprogram 
TRACE were started simultaneously.  

After the examinations have been finished, the dy-
namic characteristics with starting the motor at a con-
stant load and various pulse PWM frequencies were 
plotted (see Fig.3). The main dynamic indicators as 
well as the accuracy and fluctuations in steady-state 
operation were calculated [3]. Overshoot σ is the 
maximum excess of a parameter over the set-point 
value, expressed in percentage: 
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where: yM1 is the maximum value (exceedance) of a 
parameter reached during the transient mode; 

ysp is the set-point value of this parameter defined 
by the operator or calculated by the microprocessor in 
the Control Unit. 

Fluctuations δ are the ripple of a parameter around 
its average value (yav) in steady-state operation: 

(10) minmax yy −=δ , 

where: ymax and  ymin are the maximum and minimum 
values of a parameter reached during the steady-state 
operation (after the transient mode has been finished). 

The deviation of the average value of a parameter 
in steady-state operation from the set-point value is er-
ror ε. It is an indicator of the regulation quality and 
shows the accuracy in the steady-state operation. Error 
ε can be calculated by one the following formulas: 
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Using Eq. (9) – (12), indicators of the regulation 
quality of the speed, torque and current are calculated 
and systematized in Table 1.  

Table 1 
Indicators of the regulation quality with drive starting  

 Speed indicators (nset = 1500 rpm) 
fp nM1 σn nav δn εn 

kHz rpm % rpm rpm % 
4 1537,8 2,52 1498 85,5 2,636 
8 1541,7 2,78 1498 76,2 2,51 

12 1532,7 2,18 1504 66 1,904 
16 1530,3 2,02 1497 57,9 1,726 

 Current indicators 
fp IM1 σ I Iav δI ε I 

kHz A % A A % 
4 3,93 3,034 3,814 0,06 0,674 
8 3,91 2,111 3,829 0,03 0,805 

12 3,86 1,526 3,832 0,03 0,473 
16 3,84 0,712 3,83 0,02 0,712 

 Torque indicators 
fp MM1 σ M Mav δ M ε M 

kHz Nm % Nm Nm % 
4 11,37 5,936 10,73 0,19 0,812 
8 11,22 5,949 10,59 0,56 3,8 

12 10,57 1,498 10,41 0,27 1,498 
16 10,48 1,748 10,3 0,26 1,594 

 Energy Performance 
fp cosφ Pav 

kHz PF kW 
4 0,807 1,661 
8 0,789 1,646 

12 0,789 1,613 
16 0,783 1,588 
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The average values of the power and power factor 
(cosφ) in steady-state operation are also calculated 
and given in this table. 

Comparing different graphs in Fig.3, it is seen that 
the increase of pulse frequency results in reduced 
regulation time, overshoot and exceedance, especially 
the current and speed. Smooth acceleration is ob-
served at higher pulse frequencies. The error is also 
lower at higher pulse frequencies. However, the flux 
generating current component Iμ increase at higher 
pulse frequency that results in reduced power factor. 
Over temperature could also be reached. 

Drive performance with load changing  
Four examinations were performed at an elevated 

speed set-point (fsp = 60 Hz and nsp = 1800 rpm) and 
various pulse frequencies. This elevated speed set-

point is used because comparison between the nomi-
nal and other modes could be made. 

The subprogram TRACE was started when the 
motor had reached the speed set-point at constant 
load. 5s later the load torque was changed with a jerk 
by the PLC. Thus all tests were made under the same 
conditions.  

After the examinations have been finished, the dy-
namic characteristics with load changing at various 
pulse frequencies were plotted (see Fig.4). The main 
dynamic indicators as well as the accuracy, fluctua-
tions and energy performance in steady-state opera-
tion were calculated again and given in Table 2. 

The accuracy of the speed regulation increases and 
the speed overshoot, exceedance and fluctuations de-
crease at higher pulse frequencies. However, the 
power factor decreases. 

 

 

 
Fig.3. Dynamic characteristics with starting the motor at a constant load and various pulse frequencies. 
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 The speed remains stable irrespective of the 
change of the load that is provided by vector control.  

The fluctuations of the torque decrease at higher 
values of the pulse frequency. The errors are also re-
duced, thus accuracy in the steady-state operation in-
creases. However, the current overshoot increases at 
higher values of the pulse frequency as the regulation 
time decreases. 

When the drive is operated in the field-weakening 
range (which is above the nominal frequency of the 
motor), the magnetizing current Iμ is lower than the 
nominal value. The microprocessor in the Control 
Unit can accurately calculate the optimal current 
which generates the field (using the determined motor 
magnetizing characteristic) and in-turn higher torque 
accuracy can be achieved. The lower flux generating 

current results in higher values of the power factor 
(cosφ) compared to the nominal mode and the same 
load torque. 

Conclusion 
The obtained results can be briefly summarized as 

follows: 
- The increase of pulse frequency results in better 

indicators of the regulation quality of the speed and 
torque. Accuracy and fluctuations in steady-state op-
eration are also improved. 

- An experimental verification of the basic princi-
ples of vector control on the asynchronous drives is 
done. 

- The examinations performed by the laboratory 
simulator have proved that the implementation of  

 

 

 
Fig.4. Dynamic characteristics with changing the load at various pulse frequencies. 
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Table 2 
Indicators of the regulation quality at changing the load 

 Speed indicators (nset = 1800 rpm) 
fp nM1 σn n AV δn εn 

kHz rpm % rpm Rpm % 
4 1818,3 1,016 1797,9 36,9 1,016 
8 1817,9 1,011 1798 31,8 0,999 

12 1816,8 1,01 1798,5 30,7 0,961 
16 1815,9 0,956 1798,7 30,06 0,956 

 Current indicators 
fp IM1 σ I Iav δI ε I 

kHz A % A А % 
4 2,22 1,045 2,197 0,05 2,276 
8 2,3 4,07 2,21 0,05 2,262 

12 2,28 4,11 2,19 0,04 1,826 
16 2,31 4,33 2,214 0,04 1,807 

 Torque indicators 
fp MM1 σ M Mav δ M ε M 

kHz Nm % Nm Nm % 
4 4,84 6,78 4,53 0,66 2,91 
8 4,81 9,05 4,41 0,24 2,47 

12 4,72 8,64 4,345 0,22 2,647 
16 4,88 8,63 4,32 0,22 2,467 

 Energy Performance 
fp cosφ Pav 

kHz PF kW 
4 0,694 0,847 
8 0,674 0,821 

12 0,664 0,804 
16 0,647 0,797 

 
asynchronous motors as traction machines in modern 
electric vehicles, positioning systems and other drives 
in industry provides good performance. Using vector 
control on the drive, a stable speed can be provided. 
The torque and speed fluctuations could be reduced by 
increase the pulse frequency. Very good ride comfort 
can be achieved. The optimal energetic performance 
at all specific circumstances could be reached. 

To reduce the losses in the power module at an in-
ternal thermal overload condition by decreasing the 
pulse frequency is an extremely effective method as 
switching losses represent a very high proportion of 
overall losses. In many applications a temporary re-
duction of the pulse frequency can be tolerated in fa-
vour of maintaining the process. However, the current 
ripple is increased when the pulse frequency is re-
duced. This can result in an increase of the torque rip-
ple at the motor shaft (see Table 2, Fig.3 and Fig.4) 
and an increase in the noise level. The reduction of 
pulse frequency does not have to influence on the dy-
namic response of the current control loop, i.e. the 
current control sampling time has to remain constant.  
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CONTROL ENGINEERING 

Genetic algorithm based optimization of Fuzzy controllers 
tuning in level control  

Snejana Yordanova, Aneliya Georgieva 

 
The control of level of liquids in boilers, evaporators, reactors, etc., is especially important as 

related to energy balance. The plant is nonlinear, inertial, with model uncertainty and difficult to 
model and control employing classical methods. Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) offer an intelligent 
solution to the control such plants achieving in a unified and simple way system stability, robustness 
and good performance. The aim of this research is to develop a procedure for optimization of the 
tuning of PI and PID FLCs as well as linear controllers using genetic algorithms (GAs) and to prove 
by comparison the improvement of the systems performance. The main results are: 1) a method for off-
line multi-criteria optimization of the tuning parameters of FLCs and linear controllers with a 
proposed fitness function based on integral squared relative error and control action and an estimate 
of the maximal overshoot during the step responses in various operation points, evaluated via control 
system simulations; 2) application of the method for level control and 3) performance assessment of 
the designed systems via simulation.  

Оптимизация на настройката на размити регулатори при управление на ниво чрез 
генетични алгоритми (Снежана Йорданова, Анелия Георгиева). Регулирането на ниво на 
течности в котли, изпарители, реактори и др., е актуална задача, свързана с енергийния 
баланс. Обектът е нелинеен, инерционен, с моделна неопределеност и трудно се моделира и 
управлява с класически методи. Размитите регулатори (РРи) предлагат интелигентно 
решение за управление на такива обекти като осигуряват по унифициран и несложен начин 
устойчивост, робастност и добри показатели на системата. Цел на настоящото изследване 
е да се разработи процедура за оптимизация на настройката на ПИ и ПИД РРи, както и на 
линейни регулатори на основа на генетични алгоритми (ГА) и да се покаже подобряване на 
показателите на системата. Основните резултати са: 1) метод за оф-лайн 
многокритериална оптимизация на параметрите за настройка на РР и линейни регулатори с 
предложен функционал на основа на интеграли от квадрата на относителните грешка и 
управляващо въздействие и оценка на максималното пререгулиране в преходните процеси в 
различни работни точки, получени при симулация на системата; 2)приложение на метода за 
управление на ниво и 3) оценка на показателите на синтезираните системи чрез симулация.  

 

Introduction and state of the art 
Level control is important in many installations – 

boilers, evaporators, reactors, etc., as it is closely 
related to energy balance. The plant is nonlinear, 
inertial, with model uncertainty and difficult to model 
and control by employing classical control 
approaches. The linear controller design is based on a 
linear plant model and ensures a good system 
performance only in a close area around the operating 
point for which the plant model is derived. The 
existing enhancements to the linear controllers such as 
dead zone for damping oscillations due to 

discretisation and noise effects, anti-wind-up circuitry 
for integration, etc., introduce nonlinearity and 
complicate the controller tuning. The nonlinear 
controllers on the other side are richer in facilities but 
have complicated and unique for each nonlinear plant 
design, based also on a plant model, computationally 
heavy and cause system stability problems. Therefore, 
the popularity of fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) as a 
specific class of nonlinear controllers grows now-a-
days. The reason is the FLC simplicity in structure 
and design, the universal design approach, which is 
independent of plant type (presence of nonlinearity, or 
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inertia, or time delay, etc.), demands no plant model 
and ensures system stability, robustness and good 
performance by simple means [1]. A FLC for level 
control by changing the pump flowrate on the basis of 
Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) plant model is designed in [2]. It 
is built on the principle of parallel distributed 
compensation (PDC) of the local linear plants. In [3]-
[7] are suggested FLCs for level control using two 
(system error and rate of error) or three (level, 
flowrate and pressure) input variables and one (valve 
opening) or three (valve opening, fuel and steam 
flowrate) output variables. 

The tuning of the FLC concludes in adjustment of 
the scaling factors (SFs), the membership functions 
(MFs) and the fuzzy rules. Most commonly the SCs 
are tuned as by this simple technique an adaptive 
FLC’s resolution is achieved which is equivalent to 
changes of the MFs and the fired rules [8]. Next by 
GA tuning a reduction of the number of rules is often 
aimed at. There is a variety of approaches for 
designing of FLCs and tuning of their parameters. In 
[9] a frequency domain design method on the basis of 
the Popov stability criterion modified with Morari 
robustness condition is developed and illustrated on 
various suggested structures of PI/PID FLCs. In [9, 
10] the tuning of the FLC parameters is based on a 
designed supervisory FLC for nonlinear multi-criteria 
on-line optimisation of selected performance 
measures. An effective and simple approach to reach 
desired system performance and robustness is by 
employing optimisation techniques. Among the 
diverse optimisation methods the genetic algorithms 
(GAs) seem most suitable for off-line FLC tuning. 
The GAs tackle multi-criteria optimisation with 
respect to a great amount of parameters when a global 
minimum is searched for multimodal and nonlinear 
functionals under different restrictions as GAs are 
non-gradient stochastic methods. The most frequently 
used criteria are minimisation of integral squared error 
(ISE) without and with restriction to the control action 
or relative ISE, or minimisation of other performance 
indices such as settling time ts, overshoot σ, etc., and 
their combinations. The optimisation is carried out 
off-line on the basis of simulations using a plant 
model. If not available analytically, the nonlinear 
plant model can be derived by GA minimisation of a 
function of the error between collected experimental 
plant output data and the output of an accepted plant 
model with respect to model parameters. There are 
various applications of GAs for the design of linear 
controllers and FLCs. In [11] GA is applied for tuning 
of linear PID controllers. The tuning by GA of a linear 
PID for level control in connected tanks is described 

in [12/6]. The GA tuned PID system outperforms the 
ordinary tuned PID system. In [6] GA is used for 
reduction of the number of rules in the design of a 
FLC for the level control in a boiler. Simulations and 
a comparison with a linear PID controlled system 
prove a decrease of overshoot and settling time. 
Tuning of 39 parameters of the MFs and the fuzzy 
rules of a FLC for the control of the liquid level in a 
tank on the basis of GA and artificial neural networks 
is suggested and tested in real time control in [13]. 
The performance of the closed loop FLC system has 
been improved by a decrease of ts and σ. A PID FLC 
has been designed in [14], [15]. Reduction of the 
number of rules and optimisation of the parameters of 
the MFs are reached by application of GA technique 
with several fitness functions and combinations of 
them. Simulations show decreased ts and σ of the 
system response and also smooth control and 
reduction of energy consumption when compared to 
linear PID system or PID FLC system designed 
empirically. GAs find application in fuzzy model 
predictive control design in [16/10]. 

The aim of the present work is to optimise via GA 
the parameters of the pre- and post-processing units of 
PI/PID FLCs with widely distributed structure - with 
system error and derivative-of-error as inputs and 
integral and proportional-plus-integral (PI) post-
processing respectively and the parameters of linear 
PI/PID controllers, designed for level control, and to 
compare the performances of the closed loop systems 
via simulation investigations in Simulink-
MATLABTM environment. The plant is based on a 
laboratory level control system. 

Preliminary Investigation and Problem 
Formulation 

The laboratory system for level control of the 
liquid in a tank is shown in Fig.1. The tank inflow is 
ensured by a DC pump. The inflow flowrate Q1 is 
proportional to the voltage U=[0-10]V that feeds the 
pump. The outflow is free as result of the hydrostatic 
pressure. The generalised plant has input U and 
controlled output variable – the liquid level H at the 
output of the Simulink voltage-to-level converter of 
the output of the couple level sensor [0-0.5]m - 
transmitter [2-10]V. The simplified plant model 
differential equation is derived on the basis of the 
material balance in the following form [17]: 

 

(1)          )2(1
1 gHSQ

Adt
dH −= , 

where A is the tank cross-sectional area, S – the valve 
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opening diameter, g  - the gravity acceleration with 
nominal values A = 225.10-4m², S=0,1.10-4m², 
Q1=1,56 l/h for U=1 V. 
 

 
Fig.1. Laboratory level control system. 

The Simulink model for identification of the plant 
is shown in Fig.2.  
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 Fig.2. Simulink plant model. 

The simulated step responses are depicted in Fig.3.  
 

 
Fig.3. Simulated plant step responses in different  

operating points. 

The graphically obtained parameters of the 

Ziegler-Nichols model – 
1
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+

=
τ−
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KsW

s
e  in the separate 

operating points are different and this confirms the 
nonlinearity of the plant and justifies the selection of 
nonlinear FLC. The mean and the worst with respect 
to the closed loop system stability parameters are 
denoted with subscript “mean” and “w” respectively 
and are used for the initial tuning of the linear PI/PID 
controllers. 

The PI FLC and PID FLC are Mamdani controllers 
and are shown in Fig.4. They both use two-inputs to 
the Fuzzy Unit (FU) – the normalized system error 
e(t) =yr-y(t) – the difference between the reference yr 
and the plant output y(t), which in this case is the tank 
level y(t)=H(t), and its normalized derivative )(te , 
computed by a first order differentiator with the 
transfer function 

1
)(

d

d
dd +

=
sT

sTKsW . The FU inputs 

and output are normalized in the range [-1, 1] by the 
scaling factors Ke, Kde (included in the differentiator’s 
gain) and the output is denormalised by Kdu (included 
in the post- processing gain). The post-processing for 
PI FLC is an integrator sKsW /)( a2PI =  and for PID 
FLC - a PI algorithm - )/11()( ip2PI sTKsDW += in 
order that the FLC makes an incremental PI/PID 
nonlinear controller: 
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 Fig.4. Incremental PI/PID FLC. 

The design of the PI/PID FLC is based on the same 
FU with standard MFs and rules, shown in Fig.5, and 
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needs no plant model. The defuzzification method is 
the centre-of-gravity COG.  

 

 
Fig.5. FU membership functions and fuzzy rules of PI/PID 

FLC, NB-negative big, N-negative, Z-zero, P-positive,  
PB-positive big 

The tuning parameters are qFPI=[Ke (Kde.Kd) Td Ka] 
for PI FLC and qFPID=[Ke (Kde.Kd) Td Kp Ti] for PI 
FLC. They are tuned initially empirically, considering 
maximal error |emax|=5 cm (5.10-2m) - Ke=0,2, Kde 
Kd=1. Inputs to the FU beyond the range [-1, 1] are 
limited. The differentiator’s time-constant is selected 
Td=2s to ensure effective differentiation and noise 
filtering from the requirement Td=(2÷5)Δt, where Δt is 
the sampling period and Δt ≤0,1.min(Tmean,τmean), 
Δt=0,5 and Ka= Kp=10, Ti=Td=2s. 

Initially the tuning parameters of the linear PI and 
PID controllers qPI/PID=[ Kp Ti Td] is based on 
engineering empirical formulas for ensuring small 
overshoot [18] considering the mean plant model 
parameters:  

 
gain Kp=1,4.Tmean/(Kmean.τmean)=30 cm/V 
initial integral action time Ti=0,22.Tmean=50s  
differentiation time-constant Td= τmean=10s (PID) 
 
The systems with initially tuned parameters have 

simulated step responses, shown in Fig.6. 
The FLC systems preserve the performance ts and 

σ of the step responses in different operation points, 
where the plant has different parameters due to 
nonlinearity, which is an evidence for good robustness 
unlike the systems with the linear PI/PID controllers. 
However, the FLC systems have worse performance 
as a whole but are easily designed with no use of plant 
model. 

 

 
Fig.6. Step responses for different references in the four 

designed closed loop systems with PI/PID FLC and linear 
PI/PID controllers (dotted line). 

The problem is to optimize off-line the 
performances of the systems employing genetic 
algorithms (GAs) as off-line non-gradient stochastic 

method for the tuning of PI/PIDFPIDFPI
,, qqq . The 

accepted criterion is: 

(2)           
min|/)(|max
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In (2) are combined three criteria – minimization of 
the relative error accounting for the minimum relative 
control action and estimate for the maximum 

overshoot 
ry
te )(max min . 

Optimisation of FLC and linear controllers’ 
parameters via GA 

The optimization of the FLC and linear controllers 
tuning is carried out using a MATLABTM genetic al-
gorithm embedded in a developed program with the 
following algorithm [19]. 

1. Input data – number of generations, size of 
population in a generation, fitness function, initial up-
per and lower bound for the tuning parameters, fitness 
function, end condition (reached number of genera-
tions), selection method (roulette), crossover points 
(in one point), mutation method (in one bit) 

2. Initialise the population with randomly gener-
ated individuals (as chromosomes) and evaluate the 
fitness of each individual. 
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3. Select survivors - two parents from the popula-
tion with probabilities proportional to their fitness 
values. 

4. Randomly vary individuals. 
a. Apply crossover with a probability equal to the 

crossover rate. 
b. Apply mutation with a probability equal to the 

mutation rate. 
5. Evaluate the fitness function and accept in the 

new generation if better than the parents, else repeat 
from 2. To 6. 

7. Repeat 2. to 5. until enough members are gener-
ated to form the next generation. 

8. Repeat from 3 till the number of generations or 
the desired accuracy (minimum) is reached. 

Each parameter set is first encoded for instance 
into a concatenated bit string representation making a 
chromosome for specific parameters values. Each pa-
rameter in the chromosome is a gene. After a popula-
tion is created the fitness (objective) function is com-
puted for each member (chromosome). Then parents 
are selected with probability proportional to their fit-
ness value for producing off-springs for the new gen-
eration. The idea is to let members with above-aver-
age fitness reproduce and replace members with be-
low-average fitness. Crossover generates new chro-
mosomes that are expected to retain the good features 
of the previous generation. In a single point crossover, 
the point is selected at random and the parent chromo-
somes swap their bit strings to the right of this point. 
Then mutation takes place by flipping a bit. The mu-
tation prevents the population from converging to-
wards a local minimum. The mutation rate is low in 
order to preserve good chromosomes. 

Genetic algorithm mimics the evolution of popula-
tions. First, different possible solutions to a problem 
are generated. They are tested for their performance, 
that is, how good a solution they provide. A fraction 
of the good solutions is selected, and the others are 
eliminated (survival of the fittest). Then the selected 
solutions undergo the processes of reproduction, 
crossover and mutation to create a new generation of 
possible solutions, which is expected to perform better 
than the previous generation. Finally, production and 
evaluation of new generations is repeated until con-
vergence. Such an algorithm searches for a solution 
from a broad spectrum of possible solutions, rather 
than where the results would normally be expected. 
The penalty is computational intensity.  

This algorithm is repeated 10 times - each time ex-
panding the upper and lower bounds for the parame-
ters, till a desired minimum of the fitness function (2) 
is reached. In this way the subjective assignment of 

these bounds is avoided. The fitness function is evalu-
ated after running a Simulink model of the closed loop 
system with the plant model from Fig.2 and the cur-
rent values for the controller’s parameters and col-
lecting data for evaluation of F from (2). In case of 
available experimental data from the plant first a 
fuzzy, neural or neural-fuzzy plant model can be ob-
tained by training or GA optimization of the parame-
ters of a model of a given structure. The GA optimi-
sation is carried out for each ot the four types of con-
trollers PI FLC, PID FLC, linear PI and Linear PID 
with chromosome structure defined by 

PI/PIDFPIDFPI ,, qqq  respectively. The optimal parameters 
are: 

qFPI=[Ke=0.03 (Kde.Kd) =3.3 Td=2  Ka=155] for PI 
FLC  
qFPID=[Ke=0.039  (Kde.Kd) =0.35  Td=2  Kp=176  
Ti=3.3] for PI FLC 
qPI=[ Kp=17.5  Ti=63] 
qPID=[ Kp=11  Ti=91  Td=0.52]. 

Performance assessment of closed loop systems 
with optimised controllers 

The performance of the systems with the designed 
PI/PID FLC and PI/PID linear controllers with opti-
mal tuning parameters is assessed from simulation in-
vestigations. The step responses in different operation 
points is obtained for the systems and compared with 
the step responses with initially tuned controllers. This 
comparison is shown in Fig.7 for the systems with 
FLCs. The PID FLC system has no overshoot and five 
times reduced settling time. The PI FLC system has 
reduced the settling time three times but marks an in-
crease in the maximal deviation.  

 
Fig.7. Step responses for different references in the FLC 
designed closed loop systems with initial (dash line) and 

optimized via GA parameters. 
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In Fig. 8 is shown the comparison of the step re-
sponses of the PI/PID controlled systems with initial 
and optimized tuning parameters.  

 
Fig.8. Step responses for different references in the PI/PID 
designed closed loop systems with initial (dotted line) and 

optimized via GA parameters. 

The PI and the PID systems with optimised pa-
rameters lead to improved system performance with 
respect to the initial – negligible overshoot and 
slightly reduced settling time. Here the performance 
of the PI system is better. The comparison between 
the FLC and linear PI/PID systems with optimized pa-
rameters rates the performance of the PID FLC system 
as the best. It is normal to expect a nonlinear plant to 
be better controlled by a nonlinear controller such as 
the FLC.   

The FLC systems outperform the systems with the 
linear controllers in reduced settling time, easy design 
without much knowledge and modeling the plant. 

Conclusion and future work 
The main contributions of the present investigation 

conclude in the following. 
1. A method for off-line tuning of the parameters in 

the pre- and post-processing part of incremental PI and 
PID Mamdani FLCs and of linear controllers is sug-
gested on the basis of genetic algorithms. A fitness 
function is proposed that binds three criteria related to 
integral squared relative system error, integral squared 
relative control action and an estimate of the maximal 
overshoot during the step responses in various operation 
points where the plant model has different parameters 

2. The step responses in the designed four systems 
are simulated and their settling time and overshoot as-
sessed. The FLC systems outperform the systems with 
the linear controller, which is expected since the plant 
is nonlinear. 

3. The method can be successfully applied for sim-
ple off-line tuning of different FLCs and also ex-
tended to tuning of other parameters of the FLCs such 
as MFs, rules, etc. 

4. The suggested tuning procedure is proper for 
fuzzy control of level. 

Future investigation is foreseen in the real time 
control of the level in the laboratory system from 
Fig.1. The model of the plant in the FLC system for 
computing the fitness function can be extracted from 
experimental data, collected about the plant, via GA 
optimization of a suggested Sugeno plant model. 
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